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NATI ONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 

TECHNICAL NOTE 3060 

USE OF ELECTRI C ANALOGS FOR CALCULATION OF TEMPERATURE 

DISTRIBUTI ON OF COOLED TURBINE BLADES 

By Herman H. Ellerbrock) Jr.) Eugene F . Schum) and 
Alfred J. Nachtigall 

SUMMARY 

Analytica l methods are avai l able for calculati ng cooled-blade tem
peratures ) but the calculations sometimes are tedious) complex) and time
consuming) especia lly if results are required for many sets of conditions 
and bla de designs . As a consequence) an investigation was conducted to 
develop simple ) inexpe~sive electric analogs for determining temperatures 
of cooled turbine b l ades . The accura cy of such ana logs was determined by 
fabricating three for specific bla de configurations and comparing values 
of bla de temperatures obtained with them with calculated values of tem
perature when a ir - cooled bla des were considered) and by relaxing the 
ana log values for liquid- cooled blades and determining whether the resid
uals were a cceptable . Analogs were made for a l 3- fin shell- supported 
a i r - cooled blade) a strut - supported air - cooled blade) and a liquid- cooled 
bla de . 

In genera l ) good agreement was achieved between calculated and analog 
values of bla de temperatures . Average bla de temperatures obtained from 
55- and 3l- element fin -bla de analogs showed excellent agreement with cal
cula ted average values of temperature . Local values of calculated and 
ana log blade temperatures differed somewhat) a lthough the analog wa s con
sidered more accurate on the basis of unpubli shed experimental data . For 
the strut - supported-blade analog) the results indicated that either a 
six- or a two- element analog (shell) primary fin) and strut divided into 
s ix or two elements) could be used to give excellent results . The dif
ference between the calculated temperature- difference ratio and the six
element- analog values was less than 3/4 percent) well within the es timated 
±3 percent considered permissible with respect to stress . Results ob
tained with an analog that had a grid network representing the liquid
cooled blade were considered generally .satisfactory. Use of such a 
grid- type analog can reduce the time required to obtain temperature 
distributions from 4 weeks or more to approximately 1 day . Also included 
in this report are the techniques used to develop the analogs as well 
as general information useful t o those interested in utilizing such 
analogs . 
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INTRODUCTION 

The design of cooled turbines requires a knowledge of the blade tem
perature distributions for given coolant-flow rates, especially for the 
load-supporting members of the blades. Knowledge of the blade tempera
tures under imposed operating conditions and the corresponding strength 
characteristics of the proposed blade material indicates the limitations 
that must be placed on the performance of the engine. 

Much work has been done at the NACA Lewis laboratory on the develop
ment of temperature - distribution equations for both air - cooled and 
liquid- cooled blades . The equations for the air-cooled blades are for 
those in which the blade load due to centrifugal force is supported by 
the blade shell (refs. 1 and 2). The equations are dependent upon the 
gas - to-blade and blade-to - coolant heat -transfer coefficients . Equations 
have been developed for gas-to -blade coefficients for laminar flow and 
constant wall temperature that are applicable to impermeable-wall turbine 
blades (refs. 3 to 5) . This work is partially summarized in reference 6; 
an equation for turbulent flow and constant wall temperature, based on 
the results of reference 7, is also given. For the case where the wall 
temperature varies considerably, as is true for some trailing and leading 
sections of turbine blades, expressions have been derived by the NACA for 
correcting the constant - temperature coefficients on the basis of the re
sults given in references 8 and 9. 

Forced- convection cooling attained by passing air or l i quids through 
blade coolant passages is similar to forced- convection cooling processes 
in pipes and channels . Because of this fact, heat -transfer equations for 
flow of gas and heated liquids in tubes are used to determine the surface 
blade- to-coolant heat -transfer coefficients for turbine blades. 

In another type of air- cooled blade, the load- supporting member is 
a strut surrounded by the shell . The strut is attached to the base , and 
the shell i s attached to primary fins integral with the strut at many 
locations along the blade span . The strut may have secondary fins (which 
are not in contact with the shell) to augment the cooling, if required. 
Expressions have been derived by the NACA for the temperature distribu
tions of the shell, pri mary f i ns , and strut near the midchord region of 
a particular blade of such a configurati on. No attempts to obtain ex
p~essions for temperatures near the leading and trai ling sections of such 
a blade have b een made as yet . 

Use of the forego i ng equations and coeffici ents for liquid-cooled 
and shell- supported air- cooled blades to calculate blade temperatures has 
resulted i n reasonable agreement wi th experimental traili ng - section, 
leading- section, and a verage midchord temperature a of a few blades for a 
range of conditi ons usual in present - day gas turbines (see ref . 6) . Simi
lar results have been obtained i n England (refs . 10 and 11) . Very .l i ttle 
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has been done in this respect for strut - supported air-cooled blades. 
Although these analytical methods for calculating blade temperatures are 
available, the calculations sometimes are tedious, complex, and time
consuming, even for one set of conditions . It is usually necessary to 
make calculations for many sets of conditions, because altitude and 
engine conditions vary appreciably, and the design must be checked for 
the range of conditions involved . In addition, when a design is initi 
ated, many cooling configurat i ons are explored . The calculations for 
a liquid- cooled blade may be especially time - consuming, because a large 
amount of metal must be left between the coolant holes and the outer 
boundary of the blade because of high stress due to the rotating liquid; 
and the heat -transfer problem at any chordwise cross section becomes 
two - dimensional for most of the cross section . The Laplace equation for 
this case must be solved numeri cally by application of the relaxation 
method . This calculation takes weeks for one solution. In the case of 
a strut - supported blade, a series of six equations involving 12 constants 
that must be determined by simultaneous solution of 12 equations is used 
to determine the temperatures of the various parts of the blade. This 
method results in an especi ally long process of calculation. Methods 
that would reduce the tediousness, complexity, and time for calculating 
some blade temperatures would be very beneficial. 

Some work has been done by other investigators to represent the heat 
flow through complex- shaped walls, tubes and other members embedded in 
walls, tubular heat exchangers, and a ircraft propellers by use of electric 
analogs that reduce appreci ably the complexity and time for heat-transfer 
calculations (refs. 12 to 17) . A brief resume of these analogs and their 
use is given later . Good results were obtained in these investigations . 
Such analogs , which are based on the general similarity between heat flow 
and electric flow, use either a network analyzer {Where the heat - flow 
path is " represented by a number of electrical resistors arranged in the 
form of bui lt -up netlvork to simulate through the resistance concept the 
thermal resistance of the original heat - flow form" (ref . 14)) or a model 
having the same geometrical configuration as the original structure and 
made of electrically conduct i ve material . 

Because of this work with electric analogs , a great possibility 
existed that such devi ces could be applied to bodies of such compli cated 
shape as cooled turbine blades to aid i n ob~aining the blade temperatures . 
Of great advantage , however , would be much simpler and less expensive 
analogs than those sometimes used for the problems mentioned previously . 
Consequently, a number of analogs of the more simple electric - resistor 
network type were developed for specific blade configurations, and tem
peratures were obtained with them. As an outcome of this work, it is 
the purpose of this report to : 

(1) Describe blades considered 

J 
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( 2 ) Present i n a general manner the heat - transfer theory used to 
calculate blade temperatures 

(3) Present techni ques used for developing the electric analogs 

(4) Describe electric analogs and their development 

(5) Compare temperatures obtained with analogs with those calculated 
from heat - transfer theory 

(6) Give general discussion of results, variations of methods and 
analogs to use to speed determinati on of temperatures, factors of 
value in construction of analogs, and other information of use in 
thi s field 

Three blades were considered: a shell- supported air - cooled blade 
with fin - type internal cooling surface, an air - cooled strut - supported 
blade, and a liqui d- cooled blade using water as a coolant . Only one 
chordwise cross section was considered in each case , because application 
of methods to other chordwise cr oss sections along the span would be 
identical to those shown . In the case of the shell- supported air- cooled 
and liquid- cooled blades , temperatures were obtained for all regions of 
the shell. For the strut - supported blade, temperatures were obtained 
for only the midchord region for the reason given previously. A general 
conclusion as to the efficacy of the analog for turbine blades will 
probably not be changed by neglect of some regions of the strut - supported 
blade. A wide range of gas - to -blade and blade-to - coolant coefficients 
was used to determine the effect of these coefficients on the accuracy of 
the analog temperatures as compared with the calculated temperatures. 

DESCRIPTION OF TURBINE BLADES ANALYZED 

Chordwise croSs sections of the three blades, a 13- fin shell
supported air- cooled blade, a strut - supported air - cooled blade, and a 
liquid-cooled blade, are shown in figure 1. The l i quid-cooled and 13-
fin air- cooled blades were of constant cross section from root to tip and 
were untwisted . The air - cooled strut blade (fig . l (b)) was untwisted and 
unchanged in outer profile, but the fin depth varied slightly from root 
~o tip. Inasmuch as spanwise conduction waS neglected in all cases and 
the changes in the strut -blade cross section were small, the root section 
of this blade was chosen for analysis; a similar analysis would be appli
cable for any spanwise location . 

Geometric factors of the blades are given in table I. Reference to 
the symbol list (appendix A) and figure 1 will clarify some of the dimen
sions given i n this table. The coolant in the liquid-cooled blade flows 
from root to tip through the two holes nearest the leading section, 
crosses over, then flows from tip to root in the other three holes. I n 
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the air - cooled blades , the cooling air enters at the base of the blade 
and leaves at the tip. Further details of the internal coolant passages 
are given in the following sections. 

Shell-Supported Air -Cooled Blade 

The 13-fin shell-supported blade is machined in two parts divided 
essentially at the mean camber l i ne , and the parts are brazed together 
at the leading and trailing edges . As a consequence, the 13 fins are 
not cont i nuous (see fig. l(a)). The fins have an average thickness of 
0 . 036 inch, and the average f i n spacing is 0 . 046 inch . The blade metal 
is high-temperature alloy S-816. 

strut-Supported Air-Cooled Blade 

The strut - supported air- cooled blade used herein is shown in fig
ure l(b) . The cooli ng air passes through the spaces provided between 
the fins , the strut, and the shell. The blade has both primary and 
secondary fins; the primary fins for the midchord section to be con
sidered are 0.040 inch thick, and the secondary fins are 0.020 inch 
thick. The spacing and depth of the fins are 0 . 080 and 0 . 086 inch, re 
spectively. The strut is made of Timken 17-22A(S) steel and the shell 
of Inconel. 

Liquid-Cooled Blade 

The liquid-cooled blade ha s five holes (fig. l(c)), the length of 
each being 2 . 38 inches. The total free - flow area of the internal coolant 
passages (table I) is an average of the sum of the areas of the two holes 
nearest the blade leading section and the sum of the areas of the three 
holes nearest the trailing section. The hydraulic diameter is a similar 
average . Generally, use of average values, as given, to get an average 
coolant heat - transfer coefficient is adequate. The span of the blade 
aerodynamic section is 2.44 inches. The blade metal is AISI- 403 stain
less steel, because a rust-resistant metal must be used. 

ANALYTICAL EQUATIONS FOR TURBllill BLADE TEMPERATURES 

Air-Cooled Blades with Load Supported by Shell 

In the following section, the heat -transfer theory that has been 
used to calculate turbine blade temperatures is presented in a general 
manner. A more detailed discussion on the heat -transfer theory is given 
in reference 18. This theory is used herein to calculate temperatures 
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for specific conditions that are imposed on the electric analogs to be 

described . The calculated temperatures are used as a basis for compari

son with the temperatures obtained with the electric analogs. The heat

transfer theory is given first, because knowledge of the factors involved, 

such as heat-transfer coefficients, is necessary for a basic understand

ing of what is required of an electric analog to obtain blade temperatures. 

Midchord- section temperatures. - Blade temperatures for the midchord 

region of the shell-supported air-cooled blade were obtained from an equa

tion similar to equation (22) of reference 1. (The blade section between 

AA and BE of fig. l(a) is considered the midchord region, in front of AA 

is the leading section, and downstream of BE is the trailing section of 

this blade .) This equation, which is an approximate one-dimensional 

temperature - distribution equation for blades either hollow or with in

ternal heat -transfer surface and which neglects radiation and heat con

duction in the shell in any direction, was shown (ref. 1) to give almost 

the same spanwise temperature distribution as one that includes the radi

ation and radial conduction in the shell (in the case of a rotating tur

bine blade) except near the root of the blade. Since the critical tem

perature as concerns failure of the blade usually occurs between one -third 

and one -half of the span from the base, and since radiation effects become 

appreciable only at about 30000 F gas temperature (ref. 1), the equation 

is adequate for most of the blade shell as regards these two assumptions. 

This equation also assumes that there is no temperature drop through 

the blade wall, which would correspond to infinite conductivity in a 

direction normal to the blade wall. This assumption is adequate for a 

wall thickness not exceeding about 0 . 15 inch. Most air-cooled blades nml 

being made satisfy this condition except in the leading and trailing sec

tions. The neglect of chordwise conduction in the shell leads to some 

error in local shell temperatures in the midchord region. Because of the 

present limited knowledge of the effect of combined stresses on cooled

blade life, however, only the average temperatures are generally used 

for estimating such life, although some knowledge of temperature gradients 

is required so that excessive thermal stresses can be avoided. Good 

agreement has been obtained between such calculated average and measured 

temperatures. As knowledge of factors affecting blade life improves, it 

will probably become necessary to improve the equation for chordwise 

thermal conduction in order to obtain more exact chordwise temperature 

distributions . 

is 
In the notation of this report, the equation for local temperature 

Tg,e - TB,m 

Tg,e - T~,l 

1 
1 + A 

(1) 
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where A = ho10/hf1i' and 10 and Ii are the local outside and inside 
perimeters) respectively} of the blade shell at the point being considered 
(see fig. 1 (a); typical point denoted by small circle). It is usually 
sufficient to use in equation (1) the ratio of the total length of insiQe 
and outside surface between AA and BB of figure lea) for all points be
tween these two lines along the surface being considered (either suction 
or pressure surface). The effective gas temperature Tg is the tem-,e 
perature the blade would assume if there were no heat transfer to or from 
the blade} and its relation to the total and static gas temperatures is 
given in equation (2) of reference 6. The static temperature used for 
calculating Tg}e is obtained from the total temperature and the average 

relative velocity around the blade. Thus} Tg,e is an average and is used 

for all points along the blade shell, because the variation of Tg,e 

around the blade due to variations of a local gas velocity is too small 
to warrant use of a local value of Tg,e at each point. The temperature 

T~,1 is the average total temperature of the air in the coolant passages 

at the local spanwise position being considered. 

Local gas-to-blade heat-transfer coefficients ho in equation (1) 
for the pressure and suction surfaces between AA and BB (fig. lea)) are 
determined from equation (18) in reference 3 when the flow is laminar. 
When the flow is turbulent in the same region} equation (22) from refer
ence 7 is used. A complete discussion of the accuracy of these formulas 
for turbine blades, the range of conditions for which they appear ade
quate, and the basic assumptions involved are given in references 3 and 6. 
The equation used to calculate the local blade-to-coolant coefficients 
hf in equation (1) and its basis are given in reference 18. 

Trailing-section temperatures. - As pointed out previously, the 
assumption in equation (1) of no temperature drop through the blade wal1~ 
and the neglect of chordwise conduction in the blade wall were fair for 
the midchord region of the blade with shell thicknesses not exceeding 
about 0.15 inch. For air-cooled blades having leading- and trailing
section lengths greater than 0.15 inch, chordwise conduction is considered 
in these sections. The leading and trailing sections are usually approxi
mated by trapezoids (see fig. lea)), although some very few leading sec
tions must be considered as segments of concentric-circle annuli. Equa
tions for one-dimensional chordwise temperature distributions through such 
sections are given as equations (20), (22), (23), and (24) of reference 2} 
which neglect r adiation} radial conduction, and conduction across the 
metal between the pressure and suction surfa ces of the blade. 

For blades with a long trailing section that are made of material of 
relatively low t hermal conductivity (such a s steel), the metal tempera
ture of this section will vary rapidly as the distance from the coolant 
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pa s sage increases. According to reference 8, gas - side heat - transfer 
coeffi cient s for such a case could be quite different from the coeffi 
cients based on a constant wall temperature as in equation (1). This 
differ ence i s accounted for by use of a curve for the turbulent boundary 
layer (f i g . 2 (a) ) that is based on approximate analytical results of 
reference 8 . The assumptions used i n the analysis of this reference 
were : no pressure gradient) constant property values) and no frictional 
dissipation of energy within the boundary layer . Since trailing sections 
of turbine blades can be assumed to have a negligible pressure gradient 
and the effects of the other two assumptions are quite small) the analy
sis should be applicable to trailing sections of blades that have an 
appreciable temperature gradient . Figure 2(a) presents the ratio of the 
gas -to-blade coefficient for variable wall temperature to that for con
stant wall temperature as a function of n) where n is given by the 
relation 

(2) 

and X is measured along the profile from a reference point where the 
t r ailing section of the blade is considered to start (fig . l(a)) . The 
general basis for the derivation of f igure 2(a) is given in appendix B) 
along with the method of using the heat-transfer coefficients in the 
t rai ling- section temperature equation. The method of determining the 
b l ade - to - coolant coefficient to use in the equations of reference 2 is 
gi ven in reference 18. 

Leading- section temperatures . - The leading- section temperatures are 
calculated in a manner similar to that for the trailing section) the 
equations of reference 2 being used to calculate the leading-section 
t emperature also . The inside heat - transfer coefficient is determined 
in exactly the same manner as for the trailing section) except that a 
different hydraulic diameter is used) as explained in reference 18 . 

As i n the case of the trailing section) the effect of chordwise 
variable wall temperature in the leading section is taken into considera
t ion in obtaining the gas - to -blade coefficient for this section . Here 
laminar flow prevails ) and the analysis of reference 9 for wedge flOWS) 
flat -plate flow ) and stagnation flow) with the assumption of constant 
property values) was used to account for the effect of variable wall 
temperature . Figure 2 (b ) gi ves the relation between the outside heat 
transfer coeff i cients for variable and constant wall temperatures as a 
function of the exponent n (see eq . ( 2)) wherein X is replaced by x 
fo r thi s case ). The values used in constructing figure 2(b) were ob 
tained from table I (Euler number of zero) and table II (Euler number 
of 1 . 0 ) of reference 9 for a Prandtl number of 0 . 7 by dividi ng the out
s i de coeffici ents for various values of n (variable wall temperature) 
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by the value for n equal to zero (constant wall temperature). Since 
the leading sections of turbine blades are in the laminar region and 
have Euler numbers ranging from 1.0 (stagnation point) to zero (transi
tion from laminar tD turbulent flow), figure 2(b) is usually applicable 
to blade leading sections. For positions other than at the assumed 
stagnation point, ho,x in figure 2(b) is determined in exactly the same 
manner as for the midchord region. At the assumed stagnation point, 
equation (4) of reference 6 is recommended. 

As is pointed out for the trailing section in appendix B, n is 
unknown because the leading-section temperatures are unknown. There
fore, after ho x values are obtained, n must be assumed} h~ x values , , 
obtained from figure 2(b), and the procedures described in appendix B 
for the trailing section repeated until the n assumed and the n cal
culated from an equation similar to equation (2) check. For the leading 
section, T~,L repla ces T;,t' and x repla ces X in equation (2). 

Air-Cooled Blades with Load Supported by Internal Strut 

The important tempera tures of a blade such a s that illustrated in 
figure l(b) are those of the supporting stress member (i.e., the strut), 
of the shell with respect to its expansion relative to the strut, and of 
the place of attachment of shell to primary fin. The heat-flow paths 
through a typical section of such a blade from the gas to the blade, 
through the blade, and to the coolant are indicated in figure 3(a). In 
the following section, the methods are given for determining the perti
nent temperatures of a typical section such as tc~c between the lines AA, 
BB} and CC of figure 3(a) or l(b) (such a section is repeated throughout 
most of the blade). 

Midchord-section temperatures. - The typical midchord section of the 
strut blade with its numbering system for the shell, weld, primary fin, -
and so forth (fig. 3(a)) is repeated in figure 3(b) with the elements 
correspondingly numbered. The problem is made one-dimensional by re
arranging the elements shown in figure 3(a) in the fOrm shown in figure 
3(b) with heat being added or withdrawn from the sides of the elements. 
The lines AA, BB, and CC in figure 3(a) are lines about which the tem
perature distribution is symmetrical, and there is no heat flow across 
them. It is therefore permissible to analyze the temperatures of one 
section enclosed by these lines and assume it is representative of the 
blade between the lines DD and EE of figure l(b). In figure 3(a), the 
element between stations 2 and 3 represents the spanwise average of the 
areas of intimate thermal contact in the nuggets of the spot welds or 
braze points between the shell and a primary fin. That is, the sum of 
the a reas of a ll the contact points divided by the blade span is us ed. 
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The secondary fin has no contact wi th the shell and only conducts heat 
from the strut. The element between stat ions 1 and 2 in figure 3(b) 
represents the segment of the shell between AA and BB . All the heat 
flowing i nto the representat i ve section enters through this element . 
Some of the heat is conducted directly through the shell and transferred 
to the cooli ng a i r ; the rest is conducted parallel to the shell toward 
the primary f i n, where it is conducted through the contact points and 
:'.nto the pr i mar y fin . As the heat is conducted along the primary fin 
from stations 3 to 4 and i nto t he elements of the internal supporting 
structure (from station 4 to 7) , some of it is transferred from the sur
faces forming the coolant passage to the cooling air . In making the 
analys i s , radiation and radial conduction are neglected for the same 
reasons as those given in the analysis of the shell- supported blades, 
and a l - inch span is considered . Details of the heat-transfer equations 
follow. 

The equati ons for elements 1- 2, 3- 4, 4- 5, 5 - 6, and 6- 7 can be de 
rived from bas i c equati ons involving the heat - transfer coefficients and 
conduct i on . (The equat i on for element 2- 3 is different . ) Thus, for any 
small increment of length dL of any element (e . g . , see fig. 3(b), ele 
ment 1 - 2 ), the heat coming into the increment is that from the gas and 
from the metal above , and that going out is that to the cooling air and 
to the metal below. From a heat balance 

( 3) 

where 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7 ) 
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These equations refer to a l -inch span. Substi tution of equations (4), 
(5), (6), and (7) in equation (3) and simplification of the, resulti!~g 
differential equation lead to 

where 

G 
d TB, m 2 

- - a TB 

b 

dL2 ,m 

hiTa,r + hoTg, e 
kBT 

The soluti on of equation (8 ) is 

(8) 

(9 ) 

(10) 

(11) 

This equation gives the metal temperature at any distance L from the 
i nitial point of the element in question . The conductivity of the metal 
kB in equations (9) and (10 ), of course , should be that of the materia l 

used for the element being considered. For elements 3- 4, 4 - 5, 5 - 6, and 
6-7, all terms i n equations (9) and (10 ) involving ho are deleted, 
because these ele~ents are not in direct contact with the hoi gases . 
For element 5- 6, hi in these two equations is replaced by hf , the 

effective coefficient, if a secondary fin is used. The coefficients ho 

and hf and the temperatures Tg, e and T~,r have the same significance 

and are determined in the same manner as in the case of the shell
supported blades . The method of determining hi is given in refer -
ence 18 . 

For element 2-3, equat i on (8 ) is not applicable . For this element , 
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or, 

(13) 

With equati ons (8) and (13) a set of six equations can be set up, one 
for each element bei ng considered. In these equations are 12 unknown 
constants that must be determi ned before the temperature can be calcu
lated. The method of solution of the equations so that temperatures 
of each element of the blade can be determined is given in appendix C. 

Trailing- and leading- secti on temperatures . - No heat - transfer 
analysis has been developed as yet for the positions of the blade up 
stream of secti on EE and downstream of section DD of figure l(b). In 
this regi on chordwi se temperature gradients in the shell will probably 
be large; and, as a consequence , the theory will be quite difficult . 
Therefore , in order to i llustrate and verify the use of electric analogs 
to determine the temperatures , only the midchord section between DD and 
EE wi ll be considered herein . The heat -transfer equations for this sec 
tion were given i n the preceding section of the report. 

Liquid-Cooled Blades 

Calculation of liquid-cooled-blade temperature distributions with 
forced- convection blade -to - coolant heat transfer has shown (ref. 2) that 
temperatures change little along the blade span, at a given chordwise 
position, when the blade geometry and gas temperature are uniform span-

~, 

' \;, 
\h. 
r 

l 

wise and when rim cooling is insignificant . Conduction to the rim has ~ 

been found to have a negligible effect on blade temperatures except very 
near the rim. As a consequence, conduction spanwise is usually neglected 
(ref. 2) . Temperatures are then obtained for a cross section such as 
shown in figure l(c). 

For such a blade cross section, where large masses of metal are in
terposed between the gas and the coolant, the problem of solving for the 
temperature becomes one of two - dimensional heat conduction. The tem
perature at any point in the cross sec·cion can be found by solving the 
Laplace differential equation given in terms of the temperature difference 
8, which is equal to Tg, e minus the blade temperature at the point in 

question (ref . 2), or, 

(14 ) 
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where X and Yare the Cartesian coor~nates in the blade cross sec
tion (see fig. 4, which is a r epetition of the blade section in fig. 
l(c)). The boundary conditions, expressed in terms of the partial de
rivative of e in the direction normal to the boundary, are 

(15) 

at the outer boundary and 

(16) 

at the coolant-passage boundary. Except for the simplest geometric 
shapes and boundary conditions, the analytical solution of equation (14) 
is a most cumbersome, if not impossible , task. Consequently, a two 
dimensional relaxation solution is used (ref. 19). A sketch of a 50 -
times-size blade cross section is made and is covered by a network of 
points. (A reduced illustration of such a sketch is shown i n fig . 4. 
A square network is chosen.) Large net spacings 5 are recommended at 
firs t , and the insertion of additional net points may be made at any 
time during the solution, that thus permits the use of a final network 
of any desired size. I t is advantageous to have some estimate of the 
temperatures before starting the relaxation so as to reduce the time of 
solution . The heat flow in the leading and trailing sections is essen
tially one-dimensional, and the equations used for these sections with 
the 13-fin blade are applicable (with the use of the temperature and 
heat-transfer coefficient of the liquid in the equations) for obtaining 
approximate temperatures for these regions. For the regions around the 
coolant holes, an equation similar to equation (1), but with T1iq and 

h1iq and an average outside coefficient ho' will give an approximate 
average temperature around the holes that is adequate for use at the 
start of re laxation . The reason such an equation gives a temperature 
close to that prevailing near the cooling holes is that the gas - side 
thermal resistance is high, the metal thermal resistance is comparatively 
very low, and the liquid thermal resistance compared with the gas re 
sistance is low, so that the temperature drop from gas to blade is the 
greater 'part of the drop from gas to liquid. The networks can be solved 
by working away from the coolant passages and center lines of the trail 
ing and leading sections and toward the outer boundary . 

Residuals can be calculated at each net point by methods given in 
texts such as reference 20 . For net points the immediate neighbors of 
which remain withi n the boundary, the residuals are calculated with the 
equation 

(17) 
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where the subscri pts apply to the points shown in figure 4 . Equation 
(17) would be applied to the network shown with numerals neares t the 
leading edge i n figure 4 . As point 3 for this network is near a coolant 
passage, some idea of the temperature would be obtai ned by the method 
explained in the previous par agraph. For points 1, 2, and 4, some guess 
would be made of the temperatures . For net points 0, for which some of 
the immediately ne i ghboring poi nts lie outside the boundary, equation 
(17) must be mod ified. For example, if point 1 lies outside the bound
ary, as shown for the network at the lower surface of the blade in 
figure 4, and point 5 is the boundary point between 0 and 1, the fol 
lowing equation appl ies: 

(18) 

where the distance 00 - 5 i s that between point 0 and 5 and ° is the 

net spacing . Cases are worked out in reference 20 for irregular bound
ari es when mor e than one of the neighboring net points is less than ° 
distance from 0 , and coeffici ents are given from which equations like 
(18) can be solved for such cases. Temperatures at points near the 
boundaries (both inner and outer ) of the blade shown in figure 4 could 
be determined with little error i n residua ls if the r atios of the dis 
tances of the boundary point from the net point 0 to the net spa cing 
(°0_5/0 in eq . (18)) are large . If the r atio °0 _5/0 is small, how-

ever, use of equations l i ke (18 ) leads t o errors ; the coefficients of 
82, 83, and so forth, are no longer unity, because the heat - flow paths 

are reduced i n wi dth . Because of such errors , and because of the great 
number of such points encountered near the boundaries of the liquid
cooled blade considered, the method reported in reference 21 wa s em
ployed herei n for solving the Laplace equation near the boundaries . 
Tables of coeffi cients for all the possible arrangements of the points 
around poi nt 0 are given in reference 21 . For equally spaced net pOints , 
these coeffi c i ents correspond to those in equation (17); that is, a. 
change i n temperature of 10 at the point 0 results in a change of 1 in 
t he residuals at poi nts 1 , 2, 3, and 4 surrounding point 0, and a change 
of - 4 in the residua l at poi nt O. For unequally spaced points , the 
coeffici ents taken from reference 21 result in different changes in the 
residuals at all points 0, 1, 2, 3~ and 4 for a unit change in tempera 
ture; i n many instances a uni t change in temperature at point 0 results 
in a res i dual change of as much as 87 at point O. Actual residuals , 
together with changes in residuals resulting from a unit change in tem
perature , wi ll be presented when results of the present blade are given. 
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As the outer boundary is appr oached} equation (15) can be used to 
estimate temperatures in this region . For instance, suppose through use 
of equation (17) or equations from reference 21, first estimates of tem
peratures at points 6, 7, and 8 of figure 4 have been obtained. Now an 
estimate of the temperature at point 9 on the boundary and on a normal 
from the boundary to point 6 can be obtained by putting equation (15) in 
the form 

(19) 

The accuracy of this method will be verified later. The distance ~ is 
that normal to the boundary at point 9 and connected to point 6. When 
89 is known, more accurate estimates of the temperatures at 7 and 8 can 
be made. A similar procedure can be used near the coolant passages with 
equation (19) for net points like 10, 11, 12, and 13 in figure 4. In 
this case , 

(20) 

Knowledge of 814 gives better estimates of 811 and 813 for another 

relaxation trial . Continued relaxation eventually reduces all the resid
uals as des ired, and the blade temperatures can finally be obtained 
from the definition of 8: 

The local outside heat - transfer coefficients are determined in 
exactly the same manner as described previously for the a ir-cooled blad~s . 

For fo r ced-convection cooling, correlations of heat-transfer coefficients 
for liquid in stationary tubes can be used to obtain inside coefficients 
for liquid-cooled turbines on the basis of data determined with one tur 
bine (ref . 6 ). For laminar flow, a curve in figure 7 of reference 6 can 
be used; it i s a correlation curve for data obtained with laminar flow 
of heated liquids through stationary tubes. The length of tube is re
quired to obtain the coefficient from the curve . For the liquid-cooled 
blade, this was the length of the coolant holes, 2.38 i nches . For tur 
bulent flow, equation (4c ) of reference 22 can be used to obtain the 
blade -to-liquid coefficient . The liquid properties used are based on 
the average coolant temperature. Use of an average geometry for the 
holes in the blade, as explained previously in connection with table I , 
gives a coefficient accurate enough for present-day temperature predic 
tions . 
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The for egoing discussion refers to one spanwise section of a blade . 
For a complete pi cture of the temperatures, when the blade geometry 
varies in the spanwi se direction, appropriately selected spanwise blade 
secti ons and compatible relations of fluid temperature and heat-transfer 
coeffi cients can be employed . 

TEMPERATURE CALCULATIONS FROM HEAT-TRANSFER THEORY 

The foregoing heat -transfer theory wa s used to calculate tempera 
tures of the blades shown in figures l(a) and (b) . For the blade shown 
in figure l(c), the theory was used to det ermine only the heat-transfer 
coefficients used to calculate the analog resistances representing the 
thermal resistances from gas to blade and blade to coolant. The condi
tions for which the calculations were made, the specific blade tempera
tures calculated, the methods of using the conditions and blade geometry 
to obtain various factors required in the equations given in previous 
sections, and the thermal conductivities of the blades and the heat
transfer coefficients finally obtained are given in detail in the follow
ing sections and in appendix D. The conductivities and coefficients are 
required in laying out the analogs in addition to calculating the tem
peratures . 

Conditions for Calculations 

The conditions used in making the ca lculations for the three blades 
are given in table II . The 13- fin air - cooled blade was to be used in a 
static cascade, so the turbine speed is zero for this blade. The condi
tions on the gas side were kept nearly constant for this blade while the 
coolant - flow rate was varied. For most of the calculations for the strut 
blade, the gas conditions were held constant and the coolant-flow rate 
was varied . Series IV and V for the strut blade are for the ca se of no 
secondary fins in the blade, and series VI to VIII are for the case with 
secondary fins . Series IX and X conditions are based on pure assumptions 
and have no connection with a specific turbine . For these two series, 
the gas -to -blade coefficients used were arbitrarily assumed to be ~ . 5 

and 0.5, respectively, times the average coefficient used for series IV 
to VIII with a cooling -air - flow rate fixed at the value used for series 
VII . The inside and outside coefficients were varied in order to explore 
the effect of their magnitude on the agreement between analog and cal
culated temperatures . 

The coolant temperatures given in t able II are those required i n 
equation (1), (C12) to (C17), or (20), and are for the blade span posi
tion being analyzed . In the case of the strut blade (for series IV to 
VIII), it is the temperature at the root of the blade that is taken a s 
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the compres sor - outlet temperature , because the air is bled ~rom the com
pressor . For series IX and X, the temperatures were assumed to be the 
same as for the other series . The equations for calculating the coolant 
temperatur e at any spanwise position are given in appendix D. 

Methods for Determining Various Factors Required 

Effective gas temperature . - In determining the e~fective gas tem
perature, the static and total temperatures are required. For a turbine 
rotor blade , the total temperature to use is that relative ~o the moving 
blade . Substitution o~ the static temperature at the stator exit ~or 
the average static temperature around the blade in the calculation of 
effective gas temperature will result in a very close approximation to 
the correct average value . The methods o~ determining the approximate 
static and total temperatures for rotor blades are given in appendix D. 

Euler numbers and gas velocities. - In determining the gas-to-blade 
heat-transfer coefficients, the local Euler numbers and velocities around 
the blade are required . These factors are obtained from a calculation of 
the velocity and pressure distributions around the blade. In order to 
determine these distributions (re~. 23), the gas-flow rate and the total 
pressure and temperature relative to the blade are required . The tem
perature used is that given by equation (D9), and the pressure pI 

g,R,i 
is determi ned from 

p 
g,S,o 

~ 

( )

f -1 
T' g 

= rrg,Rzi 

g , S,o 

(21) 

the stati c pressure in this equation being obtained from equation CD5) 
and the static temperature from equation (D6) . The pressure pI R. and 

g, ,l 

the temperature 

these values , Wg 

TI 
g,R,i 

are assumed constant around the blade. With 

from table II, and the blade geometry, the velocity 

distribution is calculated. 

The blade- to - coolant heat -transfer coefficient is a function of the 
blade geometry and the coolant -flow rate . Tables I and II give the in
formation required ~or such calculations . 

Effective heat -transfer coefficient . - The method of determining the 
effective coefficient hf for the 13-fin blade is relatively simple and 
is described in reference 18 . For other types of internal surfaces in 
shell - supported blades, it is usually the practice to change the surface 
geometry into equivalent fins for purposes of calculation. 
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For the case of the air - cooled strut-supported blade, the effective 
coefficient acting over surface 1-2 (fig. 3) was evaluated by dividing 
the product of the inside coefficient and the length over which it acts 
(Ll _2 - 1/2 primary-fin thickness - secondary-fin thickness) by the 

length from 1 to 2 (Ll - 2 ). This approximation was employed, since the 

blade -to - coolant coefficient is not acting over the entire blade-shell 
length because of the nearness of the primary and secondary fins to the 
shell . 

Blade Temperatures Calculated 

Temperatures for the 13-fin blade were calculated for the leading 
and trailing sections as well as for numerous blade- shell locations on 
the pressure and suction surfaces . These positions will be apparent when 
plots of the results are given . Because of the neglect of chordwise con
duction in the blade shell, the temperatures in this regior. are approxi
mate . 

The temperatures of the shell, the point of attachment, the primary 
fin, and the strut were determined only at the midchord region for the 
strut blade for reasons given previously. The positions, which were the 
same as those where analog values were obtained, will be defined pre
cisely in the description of the analog. 

For the water-cooled blade, no analytical values of temperature were 
calculated. The analog values were checked for accuracy by relaxation 
of these values by the methods given previously. The amount of residual 
at each position where an analog value was obtained indicated the degree 
of accuracy, inasmuch as the residuals should be approximately zero if 
the analog values are correct. 

Values of Heat -Transfer Coefficient and Blade Thermal Conductivity 

The heat - transfer coefficients and thermal conductivities of the 
blades that were finally used are given in tables III and IV and in fig
ure 5. The coefficients shown in figure 5 were based on average gas-flow 
conditions. In the case of the 13-fin blade, local gas-to-blade cOeffi
cients, including effects of variable wall temperature at leading and 
trailing sections, and local effective blade-to-coolant coefficients as 
determined by the analysis given previously were used for the heat-transfer 
calcu.lations and for the analog. The gas-velocity distribution curve 
from which the gas-to-blade coefficients were determined is shown in 
figure 6. 

As pointed out, only the midchord region of the strut blade is con
sidered. Consequentll, an average ho and an average hi were used 
(table III) for both the heat - transfer calculations and analog applica
tions. Variations of ho and hi were explored for both cases. For 
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series VI to X, effective coefficients .hf are given for section 5-6, 

(fig. 3), because secondary fins were used in the blade for these calcu
lations. The coefficient (hi)1-2 in the table is for section 1-2 
of the shell (fig. 3) and takes into account the fact that part of this 
section is inactive because of the fins. 

Average coefficients were used in the case of the liquid-cooled 
blade for all applications, even though temperatures of the entire blade 
are considered. These were used for convenience, since a demonstration 
of variable-coefficient effects on temperatures obtained with an analog 
could be obtained from the 13-fin blade results; and, further, a demon
stration of the adequacy of the analog results as compared with the re
laxation results would be satisfactory if both were based on the same 
coefficients regardless of whether they were local or average. 

DEVELOPMENT AND DESCRIPTION OF ELECTRIC ANALOGS USED TO 

DETERMINE BLADE TEMPERAWRES 

Simple Theory of Analogy Between Heat and Electric Flow 

Flow analogy. - The analogy between the flows of heat and electricity 
can be observed from the brief study of the basic equations for each. The 
electrical-flow equation for elements in series can be represented by 

(22) 

where kE represents the reciprocal of the electrical term "resistivity." 
The equation can be simplified to 

i 6.e 
= l:RE 

(23) 

In the terminology of heat transfer, the heat flow through a body may be 
expressed as 

where 6.T is the temperature difference along the length considered. 
Equation (24) may also be reduced to 

m 
q = ER 

(24) 

(25) 
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where 

R L (26) 
kA 

From equations ( 23) and (25) it is evident that for a given current 
flow and heat flow, 

I 
.b.el LRE 

(27 ) 
f::,e LRE 

and 

/::,TI 
I 
2:R (28) /::,T rR 

I 
where LR is the summation of resistances to the local point considered. 
Thus, if the electric resistances are chosen so that at any local point 
I in the heat - flow path the ratio of the heat-flow-path resistance to 
point I to the over -all heat - flow - path resistance is equal to the ratio 
of electric resistance to the corresponding point to the over -all elec
tric res i stance of a simulated electrical-flow path (or the right sides 
of eqs . (27) and (28) are equal), then 

(29) 

Consequently, if an over-all electromotive force f::,e i s imposed on the 
electrical system and values of f::,el are measured at various stations, 
the temperature TI at each station of the heat -flow system can be ob 

tained from equation (29) when the over-all temperature difference of the 
system f::,T and the hot - side temperature Tg are known. 

Equation (24) is for the flow of heat through a body. If the trans
fer of heat is between a body and a gas, the following equation is 
applicable: 

q = hS.6T (30) 

where h is the heat - transfer coefficient, S is the surface area con
sidered, and f::,T is the temperature difference between the gas and the 
body. The resistance concept can be used again by letting 

1 
hS = R (31) 
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so that equation (30) becomes 

(32) 

Simple example of use of analogy. - Before proceeding to the analogs 
for the more complicated turbine blade shapes, the application of the 
foregoing analogy to the simple case of a fin attached to a wall will be 
demonstrated. The more complicated cases will probably be more easily 
understood through such an application. 

Consider a fin attached to a wall, as shown in figure 7(a), with no 
heat transfer from the free end of the fin. The fin is 4 inches long and 
1 inch square. It receives heat from hot gas around it and transmits it 
to the wall. The heat-transfer coefficient ho from the gas to the fin 

is assumed to be 0.030 Btu/(sec)(sq ft)(OFY, the conductivity of the fin 
material is 0.075 Btu/(sec) (ft) (OF), and the gas and wall temperatures 
are 10000 and 1000 F, respectively. The resistance representing the gas
to-surface heat transfer for the four sides of the fin (if the fin is 
divided into four equal segments as shown in fig. 7(a)) is 

1 1200 

(0.030) (:2)(;2) 

where 

~f perimeter of fin segment receiving heat (4 sides of l-in. length 
4 in.) 

Lf length of segment receiving heat (1 in.) 

The thermal resistance through each segment of the fin is 

1/12 = 160 

(0.075) (;2)(:2) 

Thus, 

7.5 

_J 
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Consequently, in an electric network, i f Ro is ar bitrarily set at 15 
ohms, then Rf is 2 ohms. The wiring diagram to use with a resistor
network analog is shown in figure 7(b). The fin is i ndicated with 
dashed lines to show how the thermal and electric resistances match . 
Both the heat flow and the electric flow in the fin in this example are 
treated one-dimensionally. In any segment, the measuring position is at 
the middle of the segment , such as po i nts b, c, d, and e in figure 7(b) . 
Measurements ar e also made at a , the wall position . If an electro
mot ive f orce 6e (measured from points f to a) is imposed on the system 
by a voltage source, and 6eI is measured from f to any of the posi 
tions mentioned, then TI at that pos i tion can be calculated with equa
tion (29), because 6T (10000 

- 1000 F), and Tg (10000 F ) are assumed 

to be known. Details of accuracy involved because of the number of seg
ments assumed will be discussed along with the turbine blade analogs . 
The purpose of this section has been to give those generally unfamili a r 
with the use of electric analogs in heat-transfer studies a brief, simple 
idea of the principles i nvolved before proceeding to the more complicated 
turbine blade analogs . 

Description of Analogs Used by Others 

In order to a id in the choice of the type of analog to use for 
determining turbine blade temperatures, a survey of available references 
on this subject was made. The more s i gnificant results a re cited herein 
along with some of the possible operational problems . 

Reference 24 described the use of an electric bath in a shallow t ank 
for model study of different heat-flow shapes , as , for example, a thick 
corner. Here, the outside and inside surfaces of the corner in two 
dimensional heat flow were r epresented in the model by metal corners 
forming the vertical walls of the tank. In reference 13 is given a dis 
cussion of one -, two - , and three-dimensional steady and unsteady heat 
flows r epresented by electric -network analogs . A simple analog, com
pri sed of a series of r esistors and condensers, wa s used to represent 
unsteady -state heat transfer through an insulated pipe. The resistors 
and condensers represented the thermal resistance and the heat capacity 
of the i nsulation . Favorable agreement was achieved between the analog 
and experimental values of insulation temperature . 

The utilizat i on of low-resi stance metallic foil to approxi mate ther 
mal resistance of a wall of composite material between isopotent i al 
boundaries i s described in r efer ence 25. The sheet was cut to include 
strai ght thin strips of foil analogous to the resistance of the layer of 
i nsulating materi al . In reference 26 electrically conductive fl at sheet 
was employed in the analogy of heat flow through a "thick" corner com
prised of two different materi als . The difference in the material thermal 
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conductivities was accounted for by cut~ing slots or squares in the foil 
so as to reduce the electric conductivity in the corner section having 
the lower thermal conductivi ty . Surface heat - transfer - coefficient re
sistances acting on the sides of the corner were included by introducing 
an "equivalent length of foil. 11 A resistor - type network was also us.,ed 
for comparison with this conductive-sheet analog and with values ob 
tained by relaxation. All three showed good agreement. Commercial con 
ductive papers are available and have been used for field-mapping; re
sistance values of this type of paper are relatively high. Conductive 
coated glass plate is also being developed; its resistances are likewise 
high. 

These references indicate certain requirements of an analog for 
application to cooled-turbine -blade temperatures. The more important 
include (1) good accuracy in setting or adjusting resistances, (2) ver 
satility, so that a wide range of operating conditions and geometry can 
be readily investigated, (3) electrical Simplicity and low cost, and 
(4) ease of fabrication . 

The bath type described in reference 24 was not used, because opera
tional difficulties were expected, such as spillage, vibrational effects, 
and pickup of stray a - c voltage . Alternating current is required to 
prevent polarization . Use of a low-resistance, metallic material similar 
to that used in reference 25 would require very small values of contact 
resistances between the surface conductance resistances and the foil 
representing the turbine blade . Experimentally, this requirement is 
difficult to satisfy . In order to minimize the number of batteries re 
quired or the generation of heat in the analog reSistances, or both, it 
is desirable to have a moderately high analog over -all resistance that 
will result in low current . The application of a slotted foil (ref . 26) 
to a blade analog would lead to serious errors in setting values of Sur 
face conductance resistances, because the foil representing the thermal 
resistance would be very narrow and long . Because of the narrowness of 
the foil , a slight error in measuring or cutting the foil to the desired 
width could easily result in a IO -percent error in resistance values 
(ref. 14) . Conductive paper, which has a high electric resistance, might 
have a 10- percent variation in resistance per unit length and, conse 
quently, was not used herein . Glass plates with a conductive coating are 
still in the experimental stage (ref. 27) and require the use of complex 
electronic equipment to check resistance variation. To date, the varia
tion in a good plate is of the order of I percent or less. The resistance 
of the plates, however , is very high and would consequently require very 
large values of surface conductance resistors that mayor may not be com
mercially available. The resistor network (ref. 26) with modifications 
thereof as reported herein appeared to be the most promiSing method to 
use for the turbine blade problem. 

J 
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As a result, it was felt that good accuracy could be obtained with 
the use of wire-wound variable resistors (hereafter called variable re 
sistors) in conjunction with calibrated resistance wire to represent the 
various thermal resistances. Their use would facilitate large variations 
in operating conditions and blade geometry. The variable resistors and 
resistance wire are relatively inexpensive, and their circuits are easy 

to understand and use. Batteries (l~ volt, number 6 dry cells) in con 

junction with a voltage divider (resistance tap) furnished the voltage 
f or the analog in the simplest manner possible. Voltages were measured 
by a commercial potentiometer, because the current drain on the analog 
circuit due to this "voltmeter" would be zero . A more detailed de
scription of the analogs developed for the thr ee blades used is reported 
in the following sections . 

l3-Fin-Blade Analog 

General description of resistance network . - A schematic illustra
tion of the wiring diagram of the analog used for the l3-fin blade is 
shown in figure Sea) . The network shows that the shell of both the suc 
tion and the pressure surfaces is represented by a series of electric 
resistances analogous to thermal resistances to the flow of heat by 
chordwise conduction. Connected to this series of resistances at their 
junctions are variable resistors that are analogous to the thermal re
sistances to the flow of heat from the hot gas to the blade shell and 
from the shell to the cooling air . The ends of the variable resistors 
representing the outside surface resistances to heat flow are all con
nected to a common bus bar whose relative electric potential represents 
a constant chordwise effecti ve gas temperature around the blade profile . 
The ends of the variable resistors representing the inside surface re 
sistances to heat flow are all connected to another common bus bar whose 
relative electric potent i al represents a constant cooling -air temperature 
T'~. Thus the electric potential or voltage applied across these two a , ~ 

bus bars represents the temperature difference between gas and cooling 
air Tg,e - T~,7,' The juncti ons of the resistances representing inside 

and outside thermal resistances and chordwise conductive thermal re 
sistances are at the center of segments of the blade shell, as was the 
case for the si mple fin illustration of figure 7(b). The leading and 
traili ng sections of the blade are represented by what are called equiva 
lent r esistances in figure Sea) . Details of these resistances will be 
gi ven later . 

Determination of resistances . - The method of calculating the resist 
ances used in the fin- blade analog wa s simil ar to that used for t he s im
ple fin problem described previously. Conductive thermal resistances were 
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calculated with equation (26), and convective thermal resistances with 
equation (31). All the required physicar dimensions of the blade were 
measured on au enlarged cross - sectional sketch. 

25 

The blade cross section was divided into three major subdivisions, 
leading section, trailing section, and midchord section. The leading 
and trailing sections were considered to be the areas of the blade beyond 
the last coolant passages nearest the leading and trailing sections. 
Thus, the midchord region consisted of a 1.466-inch length of shell on 
the suction surface approximately 0.0988 inch thick and a 1.198-inch 
length of shell on the pressure surface approximately 0.0872 inch thick. 
For purposes of the analog, the midchord suction-surface shell length was 
divided into 28 segments, while the pressure-surface shell length was 
divided into 27 segments. The division was made so that the length of a 
segment coincided with either the width of the base of a fin or the width 
of a coolant passage (fig. 8(a)). The chordwise conduction length L 
for each segment was measured on a line at the midthickness of the shell. 
The conductive cross-sectional area A was taken as the product of the 
shell thickness T and unit spanwise length in inches. The convective 
surface area S was the product of unit spanwise length in inches and 
the segment chordwise length measured on either the inside or outside 
surface of the shell, depending on whether the inside or outside resist 
ance was being calculated. The outside coefficient ho used with the 
outer chordwise length of the segment was a local value obtained from 
figure 5. The inside coefficients (either hf or hi' depending on 
whether a segment at the base of a fin or at a coolant passage was con
sidered) used with the inner chordwise length of a segment were also 
local values and were calculated by theoretical methods. These coeffi
cients are presented in table IV. For the leading and trailing sections, 
fictitious convective coefficients were calculated similar to the effec
tive coefficient acting over the base of a rectangular fin. These regions 
were treated as trapezoids, and the effective coefficients at the base of 
the trapezoids indicated. the heat being conducted toward the midchord 
region of the blade. The derivation of the equation for these coeffi
cients is given in appendix E . The thermal resistances associated with 
these effective coefficients acting over the base of the leading- or 
trailing-section trapezoids were then calculated in the same manner as 
the convective thermal resistances . 

The next step was to choose a basic value of resistance to represent 
chordwise conduction in the shell. For ease of fabrication, a length of 
bare "bright-drawn" chromel resistance wire was used, 24 gage being the 
size that was readily workable and available. Bright-drawn wire was used 
to avoid errors that an oxide coating might have introduced at spot
welded junctions as well as between junctions. The resistance of this 
wire at 700 F was measured as 1.061 ohms per foot. The length of 24-gage 
wire used was influenced by the ratio of convective thermal resistance to 
~onductive thermal resistance as well as by the over-all resistance of 
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the analog as measured between the bus bars representing the gas and 

cooling-air temperatures. The magnitude of this over-all resistance of 

the analog was important for reaSons cited earlier. From these considera

tions, a 50-foot length of 24 - gage chromel wire was selected to represent 

the chordwise thermal resistance of the midchord region of the suction 

surface of the shell. The length of this section of the suction surface 

was 1.466 inches, with an average thickness of 0.0988 inch. The required 

length of chromel wire to represent the thermal resistance of the midchord 

region of the pressure surface was 46.29 feet as determined by means of 

ratios of thermal and electric resistances as follows: 

The variation of thermal conductivity of the blade midchord region with 

temperature was neglected. The portion of the total length on either 

suction or pressure surface used to represent each segment was readily 

calculated from a ratio of lengths for the suction surface as follows: 

and for the pressure surface as follows : 

6Lw 6Lseg 
46.29 1.198 

The lengths 6Lw thus calculated were used to determine the distances 

between junctions of the variable res i stors attached to the 50- and 

46.29 - foot lengths of chromel wire. Since a junction represents the 

center of a shell segment, the distance between junctions on the wire is 

therefore half the sum of the 6Lw for any two adjacent segments. These 

distances between junctions were used in the fabrication of the analog. 

Once the proper length of wire to rep~esent the thermal conductive length 

in the blade shell was selected, the ratio of electric to thermal re

sistance at any point in the blade was established as a constant. This 

ratio was then used to calculate the electric resistances to represent 

the convective thermal resistances on both external and internal shell 

surfaces . This ratio was also employed to determine the electric re

sistances representing the leading- and the trailing- section equivalent 

thermal resistances. A rough check calculation using the average value 

of these resistances indicated that the over - all analog resistance would 

be of the order of 2 to 3 ohms. This over -all resistance was large enough 

to avoid excessive currents in the analog. 
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Description of electric analog evolved. - All the components of the 
analog for the 13- fin blade were mounted on a sheet of 1/2-inch-thick 
plywood, 4 by 5 feet , as shown in the diagrammatic sketch in figure 8 (b) 
and i n the photograph in figure 8(c). The two long pieces of 24-gage 
chromel wire representing the shell midchord had 1/4-inch lengths of 
chromel wire spot-welded to them normal to their length, and thus formed 
junctions representing the center s of the blade segments. The short 
lengths served as means of attachment to terminal strips. To the 
terminal-strip junctions were connected one end of the variable resistors 
representing inside, outside, and leading- and trailing-section coeffi
cients . The lengths of chromel wire between adjacent junctions were 
stretched taut and fastened to the board with nails . The longer lengths 
representing the longer segments near the leading and trailing sections 
were wrapped around wooden spools mounted on the board. The variable 
resistors used for setting resistances representing midchord convective 
thermal resistances were mounted on sheet-metal strips on both sides of 
the termi nal strips representing the blade 'shell. The variable resistors 
into which were set the resistances representing the leading- and 
trailing- section equivalent thermal resistances were each mounted sep
arately on the analog near their respective ends of the length of chromel 
wire . The other ends of the variable resistors were a lso connected to 
terminal strips. The maximum resistance value of a variable resistor 
was chosen so that the resistance value could be set to within 1 percent 
of the calculated resistance value. For good accuracy it is desirable 
to use resistors having many turns , since the settings are usually 
accurate to within 1 turn . Resistors having approximately 150 turns were 
used i n the analogs reported herein; ll- gage copper wire was used for the 
bus bars in order to minimize voltage gradients . The bus bars were 
soldered along fanni ng stri ps that were also fastened to the terminal 
strips to which the variable resistors were attached. Using fanning 
strips served as a convenient means for attachi ng and removing the bus 
bars. The voltage supply consisted of a pair of number 6 dry cells con
nected i n parallel a cross a voltage divider . The voltage that could be 
applied to the analog was l imited to 100 millivolts, because this was the 
maxi mum range of the precision potentiometer used to measure the local 
appli ed voltage. Consequently, a voltage divider was necessary to select 

1 
the voltage required for the analog from the 12 volts supplied by the 

batteries. The same voltage supply was employed with the strut -blade and 
the liqui d -cooled-blade analogs . 

Method of operat i ng analog . - The fin -blade analog was operated in 
a room with a temperatur e kept nearly constant at 700 F . This precaution 
of operating at a known fixed temperature was taken because fixed lengths 
of chromel wire were used for the electric resistance representing the 
resistance to chordwi se thermal conduction. These lengths were calculated 
with the value of resistance per unit length determined at the chosen 
operating temperature of 700 F. A change in temperature of the wire , how
ever, from 700 to 900 F, the usual range in room temperature, introduces 

~--~-~-- -~-- -- --
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only about 0.50-percent change in res~stance of the wire. A similar 
effect was expected for the variable resistors. This deviation is less 
than the l -percent tolerance allowed in adjusting the variable resistors. 

The first step in the operation of the analog was to set the resist
ance in each of the variable resistors to the required calculated value, 
which necessitated the disconnection of the bus bars whose potential 
represents the gas and cooling-air temperatures. Then the probes from a 
precision bridge-type ohmmeter were connected across each variable re
sistor while the proper resistance was set. The bus bars were then con
nected to the analog, and the applied voltage was connected across the 
two bus bars and adjusted to a value as near 100 millivolts as possible. 
The voltage drops from the bus bar to each of the junctions on the ter
minal strip representing the center of a shell segment were then measured. 
These measurements were analogous to the difference between the effective 
gas temperature and the blade temperature at the center of each segment 
T - TB. Thus, the ratio of this voltage drop to the applied voltage g,e 
is equivalent to the temperature-difference ratio ~ or 
(Tg,e - TB)/(Tg,e - T~,L)' Thus, when the effective gas temperature and 
the cooling-air temperature are known, the blade temperature can be cal
culated for each segment and for the base of the trapezoids representing 
the leading and trailing sections. 

The temperature - difference ratio ~c at the base of the leading

or trailing- section trapezoid determined from the analog was also used 
to calculate temperatures at any point within the leading- or trailing
section trapezoids by means of the following equation: 

~y _ ~YJanalytical 
~c,analog - ~c,analytical 

where analytical values of ~ were evaluated with the heat-transfer 
theory. It can be shown that the ratio of ~IS on the right side of the 
equation is a function of the trapezoid geometry, the gas-to-blade heat
transfer coefficient, and the thermal conductivity of the metal in the 
trapezoid, and is independent of the manner of heat removal from the base 
of the trapezoid. The analog temperature-difference ratio ~c,analog at 

the base of the leading- or trailing-section trapezoid is influenced by 
the conditions of heat transfer in the remainder of the blade. Thus, it 
was possible to calculate the temperature at any point within the leading
or trailing - section trapezoid from a solution for ~y from the preceding 

equation. 

---- .----------
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Calculation of resistances for reduced number of segments in 
analog. - It is convenient to reduce the number of resistances in any 
analog in order to simplify its fabrication and operation. Of course, 
some accuracy is sacrificed each time the number is decreased. In order 
to determine trends in this direction, the number of blade-shell seg
ments in the fin-blade analog was reduced from 55 to 31, and temperatures 
were obtained with this reduced- element analog. 

The suction- and pressure-surface midchord shell lengths were divided 
into fewer segments, the length of a new segment being made up of a former 
fin segment plus half a former passage segment on each side of the fin 
segment. The exceptions to this division were the segments next to the 
leading- and trailing- section coolant passages. Here the new segment 
length was that of the fin segment plus a length On each side of it 
equal to half the length of the passage segment between it and the adja
cent fin segment. Thus, the longer shell segments forming two of the 
walls for the coolant passages next to the 'leading and trailing sections 
were diminished by only half the passage segment adjacent to the other 
side of the last fin segment. This redivision reduced the number of 
segments from 55 to 31 and allowed the use of the original length of 
chromel wire representing the resistance to chordwise conduction in the 
midchord region. The variable resistors previously connected to the 
passage segments between fins were disconnected from the analog, and the 
newly calculated resistances representing the resistances to convective 
heat transfer acting over the wider segment widths were set into the 
variable resistors connected to the centers of the new segments. The 
resistances were calculated in a manner similar to that described for 
the 55-segment analog. The outside local coefficients used were those 
at the centers of the new segments. Since the new segments included a 
fin projected on the internal shell surface plus half a passage width 
on either side of the fin, a new inside effective heat-transfer coeffi
cient for each segment was determined and used to calculate the resist
ances representing blade - to - coolant thermal resistances. The method of 
calculating these local effective coefficients was given in the 
analytical section. 

Strut -Blade Analog 

General description of resistance network . - The analogy of thermal 
and electric resistances used in the strut -blade analog is similar to 
that described for the fin-blade analog. In like manner, the thermal 
resistance of the heat - flow path (conduction and convection) shown in 
figure 3 was replaced by electric resistors as shown in figure 9(a). The 
electric network was divided into four main sections: (1) blade shell, 
(2) weld attachment, (3) primary fin) and (4) strut body. For the pur 
pose of the analog, sections (1), (3), and (4) were each subdivided into 

'-=------------ - --._- ---- --
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six segments or e lement s . The weld-attachment sect i on (2) was not sub

divi ded nor a blade- to -coolant coefficient resistor attached directly to 

it becau se of i ts r e lati vely shor t length. Since, at points 1 and 7 of 

figure 3, the temper ature gradient was assumed equal to zero, provision 

must be made i n the circuit to r epresent this condition. Termination 

of the shell and strut electric res i stances at these points satisfies 

this condition, since the analogous voltage gradient is likewise zero . 

Determinati on of resistances. - Resistances for this analog were cal

culated in a manner similar to that for the simple fin problem discussed 

earlier . The conductive thermal resistance of each blade element was 

calculated by equation (26), and the surface thermal resistance by equa

tion ~31) . A l - inch span was assumed . These thermal resistances were 

then converted to electri c res i stances by a ratio arbitrarily chosen as 

follows : The thermal resistance of each of the equal- length elements of 

the shell was based on one- sixth the total length of the shell (Ll-2 = 

0.1608 in . ) and on a 0 . 018- inch shell thickness . The weld- attachment 

resistance was based on a length ~-3 of 0.0048 inch and assumed con

ductivity and width . The conductivity of the weld was evaluated as an 

average of that for the shell and the primary fin. The width of the 

equivalent weld material must be divided by two, because the planes of 

symmetry divide the weld as shown in figure 3(a) . One- half the heat flow 

through the weld is assumed to flow in the fin material to the right of 

line AA, and the remaining half, to flow to the left of this line. This 

factor should be considered in the calculation of thickness T for the 

primary fin and strut (see line CC in fig. 3(a» as well, both for use 

here and in equations (C12) to (C17) of appendix C. The equivalent weld 

th ickness , which was substituted directly into the analog and the ana

lyt i cal equations, was assumed to be 0 . 0093 inch or approximately one

half the shell thickness . The thermal resistance of each of the equal

length primary- fin elements was calculated in a manner similar to that 

for the shell . For the series in which secondary fins were not consid

ered, the foregoing method was also applied to the strut portion . In 

the seri es considering the secondary fins, however, the strut distance 

L4_5 was divided into f our equal segments, and L5- 6 and L6_7' into 

one each . In order to obtain a ratio of thermal to electric resistances, 

a value of blade- to- coolant surface electr ic resistance for each segment 

of the pr imary fin was assumed to be 1500 ohms . Thus, by use of equation 

(31) , the ratio of electric to thermal resistance for an element of the 

primary fin is 

1500 
1 
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The area t erm S in equati on (31 ) was replaced by the product ~3-4 

and a l -inch span. The term ~3-4 represents one-sixth the total 

l ength L3-4 of the primary fin, since the latter was divided i nto six 

elements i n f i gure 9 (a ). The surface thermal resistances for the shell, 
the primary f i n , and the strut body were then calculated and converted 
t o equi valent electri c res i stances by the foregoing relation. For pur 
pose of the analog, the secondary f i n was replaced by an effecti ve blade
to - coolant coefficient hf and thereupon converted to electric resist -
ance by the preceding r atio . Values of coeffi ci ents used are listed i n 
t able III. 

The s electi on of the r ated resi stance values of the vari abl e re 
sistors , used for all of t he analog with the exception of the pr ecision 
res i stors of 1500 ohms representi ng the blade- to - coolant thermal re
s i s t ances of the pri mary f i n , was determined by assuming a typical strut 
confi gur at i on and est i mating the range of variables to be consi dered. 
These r esi stance values were also selected so that the over -all analog 
res i stanc e would be hi gh . The rated resistance values used wer e as 
foll ows : shell conduct i ve resistance, 50 ohms ; weld attachment , 10 ohms ; 
primary f i n , 10 ohms ; strut body, 5 ohms ; blade- to - coolant surface re 
sistance, other than the primary fin, 3000 ohms ; and gas - to -blade re 
s i stance , 1000 ohms . I n the course of calculating the resistances to be 
set in these chosen resistors , it was noted that the calculated values 
were low compared with the rated values of the chosen resistors in some 
cases , wi th the result that the accuracy of setting the resistances would 
not come within the l -percent value cited previously. When this i n 
accuracy was apparent , the precision resistors of 1500 ohms were replaced 
when pos s ible by similar resistors of greater resistance ; all individually 
calculated resistance values were thus increased by a fixed ratiO, and 
increased accuracy was attai ned in setting resistances. Even with this 
improvement , some difficulty was encountered in adjusting the resistor 
r epresenti ng the thermal resistance containing the secondary- fin effective 
coeffici ent hf for the run with the largest coolant - flow rate . This 

difficulty resulted when the desired resistance value was low relative to 
the rated resistance value of the resistor . Shunting a second variable 
res i stor of lower rated res i stance across this resistor by means of a 
switch eli minated thi s difficulty. This switch provided a means of 
cutting out the effect of the second resistor when this vernier control 
was not needed. 

Description of electric analog evolved. - A wiring diagram of the 
analog for the strut blade is shown in figure 9(b) , and a photograph of 
t he analog i s shown i n figure 9 (c ). The parts are lined up the same 
in both figures . The 2-watt wire -wound resistors representing the thermal 
resistances were mounted on a 17 - by 13- by 3- inch box with all soldered 
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connections below t he surface. These resistors were attached, as in the 
case of the fin-blade analog, by means of terminal strips to 14- gage 
copper bus bars whose potentials represented the gas and coolant tempera
tures . The terminal strips served two purposes : (1) supplied convenient 
points (a, b , c, etc., of figs. 9(b) and (c)) at which the voltages could 
be measured by means of the probe, and (2) pro vided an easy means of 
reducing the number of elements by merely short-circuiting the unnecessary 
resistors with copper wire. The bus bars were soldered to spade lugs, 
which were held by screws to the terminal strip . Spade lugs were used in 
order that the bus bars could be easily removed by loosening the screws 
and slipping the assembly out . Removal of the bus bars was essential so 
that the resistors could be adjusted to the desired values. The shaft 
of each resistor was slotted so that a screw driver could be used for 
this adjustment . During analog operati on, the box was mounted on soft 
rubber pads to reduce the possibility of changes in the adjusted 
resistance values by vibrations. 

Method of operating analog . - The general operating procedure for 
the strut -blade analog was similar to that for the fin-blade analog . 
The voltages between the bus bar whose potential represents the gas tem
perature and points a to t (fig. 9(c)) were measured. They are 
analogous to Tg,e - TE ' The voltage between the gas- and coolant-

temperature bus bars was measured before and after the local readings 
of a to t were taken. The average value was used in evaluating the 
local temperatures. This procedure minimized the effect of the very 
small drop in the supply voltage resulting from the small but finite 
drain on the batteries. 

Calculation of resi stances for reduced number of elements . - As 
discussed in the description of the fin -blade analog, it is convenient 
to reduce the number of elements and consequently the number of resistors 
in an anal og . In order to investigate the corresponding effect on accu
racy, the number of elements per section in the strut -blade analog was 
decreased from six to two. The general resistance calculation procedure 
for the two-element analog was similar to that for the six- element analog . 
The weld materi al was represented by one element as before . The number 
of resistors was reduced only for the series in which there were no 
secondary fins. 

Estimation of accuracy of calculated over-all resistance for primary 
fin and strut body used in analog . - As a check on the princ i ple of the 
analog used for the strut blade, a comparison was made of the over -all 
resistance for the primary fin and the strut body calculated from the 
values of the resistances used in the analog with the resistance cal 
culated from heat - transfer theory . Theoretically, some difference would 
be expected, because the analog assumes that heat is given off to the 
coolant at one point in an element, whereas the heat - transfer theory 
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i ntegrates the heat given orf along the whole surface of the element. 
Thus, the greater the number of elements , the more the analog over-all 
re s istance value should agree with the heat-transfer-theory value. The 
accuracy expected of the analog results can be judged in part by such 
comparisons. 

For this comparison, an equivalent resistance to replace the re 
sistances of the primary fin, the strut body, and the blade -to - coolant 
coefficient was calculated (poi nts 3 to 7 of fig. 3, or h to t of 
fig . 9(c)). Because of the complexity of obtaining an equivalent re 
sistance for the shell J only the resistance between these points was 
considered. The equivalent resistance obtained from the heat-transfer 
theory was determined by the following relation: 

kB,3-4T3-4 (112J (~ == h · T (~) ! ~dL3-~L3_4==0 l,e.3-4 12 

The left side of this relation represents the conductive heat flow 
across point 3 of figure 3 or h of f igure 9(c). A l -inch span was 
assumed. The value of (dTB,m!dL3-4)L3_4=O was evaluated by use of 

equation (C14 ). The right side represents the replacement of this heat 
flow (from point 3 to the coolant ) by the product of an effective blade
to-coolant coefficient hi e ' a temperature difference TB I - T~ I ' and 

(1., ' , , 
an area term T3_4 12); TB I represents the primary-fin temperature at 

point 3. The term hi,eT3-: (1;) was solved for and converted to elec

tric resistance by the ratio described earlier . This value represents 
the equivalent over -all electric resistance as determined from the heat
transfer theory .. 

The equi valent resistance for the values of electric resistance set 
into the six - element strut -blade analog was determined with these analog 
resistance values in the formulas for series and parallel connections 
of res i stors . That is, the electric resistance representing the thermal 
resistance from s to t of figure 9(c) was numerically added to the 
blade-to - coolant surface resistance connected to poi nt t (series con
nect ion) . This sum was then "paralleled" with the surface resistance 
connected to point s . This procedure was repeated, moving from point 
to point h , until the analog resistance values were replaced by one 
eqUivalent resistance between point 3 (fig . 3) and the coolant tempera
ture. Thi s value was compared wi th that obtained from the heat - transfer 
theory. For simplicity, the equivalent resistance comparison was made 
for a run without secondary f i ns , although the case of secondary fins 
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could also have been considered. The calculations were repeated for a 
two- element and a one-element analog; that is, the primary fin and the 
strut body were each first divided into two elements and then considered 
as one element . 

Liquid-Coaled-Blade Analog 

Type of analog chosen. - The type of analog used for the liquid
cooled blade was a resistance network representing the thermal resistance 
of the blade material, since the heat-flow path in the blade was con
sidered to be two-dimensional (spanwise conduction being neglected). An 
inexpensive network consisting of 24 - gage bright-drawn chromel wire was 
developed. A photograph of a typical network of wires that were spot
welded together by means of a 6- by 12- by 1/4-inch copper template is 
shown in figure 10. This template, fabricated from copper plate, con
tained slots to hold the wire in position during the spot -welding opera
tion. The vertical slots had a depth one-half the wire diameter, while 
the horizontal slots had a depth one and one - half the diameter. The 
cutter was approximately the width of the wire diameter. This template 
served as one of the two electrodes used in the spot-welding cycle. A 
small, round-tipped copper rod insulated by a wooden handle served as the 
other electrode. Counterbores in the template were provided so that the 
electrode tip could make electrical contact with the chromel wires to be 
spot -welded without making contact with the template and thereby shorting 
the current flow. 

Before thts type of wire grid was used, two calibrations were made 
to determine the effect of spot-welding and the use of the template on 
the accuracy of the resulting grid. In the first calibration, a spot 
weld was made between two lengths of 24- gage chromel wire overlapped and 
normal to each other. The over-all resistance of wire and spot weld were 
then measured. The resistance measured across the two wires of the sample 
was the same as that of a wire of the same length without a spot weld . 
The second calibration was performed on the wire grid shovm in figure 10 
to check whether use of the template could cause uneven grid spacings and 
consequently an unsymmetrical voltage distribution throughout the grid . 
If a voltage is supplied to opposite grid corners (say, points a and b), 
voltages at a set of points (e. g ., c and d) chosen so that each is equi 
distant from a, and likewise from b, should be identical. This should 
also be true for any other such set of points, because of the symmetry of 
the grid. Consequently, the voltage differences between the two points 
in each set {Similar to c and d) were measured. The resulting largest 
error was 0.16 percent, based on the voltage difference divided by the 
absolute voltage at either point . Most of the points had no measurable 
difference in voltage . Therefore, it was concluded that spot-welding 
and use of the template had negligible effects on the accuracy of the 
grid. 
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Preliminary investigations. - Before a wire-grid analog could be 
successfUlly applied, certain problems had to be considered and solved. 
Of the two more important problems, the first concerned the application 
of the heat-transfer boundary conditions to the analog; that is, the 
correct method of determining and attaching the surface resistances to a 
grid-type analog had to be established. The second problem concerned 
the mathematical relaxation procedure, the solution of which related to 
the first problem. This problem was to determine how closely the approxi
mate boundary equation (19) compares with the exact boundary equation (15). 

The easiest way to solve these problems, it appeared, was to study 
the heat flow through a simple shape, one for which an exact analytical 
solution of the Laplace equation was available. Inasmuch as a turbine 
blade has curved surfaces, it was desirable that the simple shape also 
have curved surfaces; and for this reason a pipe was chosen, which was 
subjected to gas-to-outer-surface and inner-surface-to-coolant heat
transfer conditions. As a result of this study, a wire-grid analog was 
fabricated in which the heat flow through a portion of a pipe could be 
represented. A photograph of this "pipe analog" is shown in figure ll(a). 
Inasmuch as the pipe is symmetrical about any radial line, only a 450 

segment was investigated. Thermal resistance for this segment was repre
sented by a l-inch grid of 24-gage, bright-drawn chromel wire cut into 
the shape of the pipe segment as shown in figure ll(a). This size wire 
was readily available and had sufficient strength to be handled. The 
grid was connected to a series of insulated 24-gage lengths of bright
drawn chromel wire analogous to the surface resistances. These insulated 
wires were spot-welded to the smaller of two bus bars at both the inner 
and outer surfaces of the pipe . Attached to the small bus bars were 
large bus bars. The small bus bars were made of 8-gage, bare chromel 
wire, while the large ones consisted of 1/8- by 1/2-inch strips of copper. 
It was necessary to use the small chromel bus bars, because it was not 
possible to spot-weld the 24 - gage chromel wire used for the surface re
sistances to the copper bus bars . The chromel bus bars (relatively high~ 
resistance) were connected to the copper bus bars (relatively low re
sistance) by means of small lengths of ll-gage copper wire soldered to 
both bars. The heavy copper bars served to reduce the voltage gradient 
in the chromel and copper bus bars. Such a voltage gradient is analogous 
to a gas- or coolant-temperature gradient along the surface being inves
tigated. For the same reasons, the surface resistance wires were also 
spot-welded as closely as possible to the soldered copper wires (11 gage) 
connecting the chromel to the copper bus bar. 

The methods of attachment and of calculating surface resistances to 
assist in solving the first problem mentioned previously were determined 
as follows: A full-size drawing of t he wire grid for t he pipe segment 
described was made a s shown under the wire grid in figure l l( a ). Li nes 
normal to the surface (radial in this ca se) were drawn from the surfa ce 
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through the grid junctions nearest the surface. The peripheral surface 
distances between consecutive normals were measured and each divided 
into two parts in order to obtai n a value of S for substitution into 
equation (31). For each normal, S was based on the sum of half the 
distances from it to adj8cent normals. A span of 1 i nch was assumed . 
The thermal resistances obtained by using such values of S and the 
surface coefficients were then converted to electric resistances by a 
fixed ratio. This ratio of electric to thermal resistance was evaluated 
by dividing the electric resistance of 1 inch of grid wire by the thermal 
resistance of a cube of the pipe material of the size repr esented by the 
l -inch length of the grid wire. The surface electric resistances were 
then converted to equivalent lengths of 24 - gage chromel wire . The 
thermal resistance of the pipe material between a gri d junction near the 
surface and the surface (point at which the surface resistance is 
attached) was determined by use of equation (26). The L term in the 
equation wa s equal to the normal distance between the grid junction and 
the surface point mentioned, and the A term was assumed equal to the 
S term used to get the surface resistance from equation (31). It was 
as sumed that the heat flow through the surface must be conducted into or 
out of the pipe by a heat-flow path of the same width . The thermal re
sistance from each junction to the surface was then converted to electric 
resistance and to equivalent length of 24- gage chromel wire in a manner 
similar to that for the surface r esistances. The equivalent lengths of 
surface resistance and pi pe -material resistance were then added together 
to determine the length of wire to place between a gri d junction and the 
small bus bar. 

The electric resistance of a l - inch length of wire in the grid repre 
sents the conductive thermal resistance of a path 1 inch wide (1/2 inch 
on either side of the wire) . The width of the radial path at the top of 
the gri d shown i n f i gure ll(a) is, however, only 1/2 i nch wide, s ince 
the other half of the path would be located in the adjacent 450 pipe seg 
ment. For this reason, the thermal resistance of this 1/2-inch-wide path 
is twice as lar ge as that of a l -inch path and is, therefore, represented 
by the resistance of a 2-inch length of 24 - gage chromel wire as shown . 

The accuracy of the method described (of determining the surface and 
pipe -material resiptances and attaching the length wires so determined 
for these resistances to the grid junctions) was checked by comparing the 
temperatures obtained with this analog with those calculated from a for
mula for temperatures in the pipe . The temperatures obtained with the 
analog are shown in figure ll(b) at the grid junctions for which they 
apply. The conditions used for determining them were: gas temperature, 
10000 F; coolant temp,eratures, 00 F; gas - to-surface and surface- to 
coolant coefficients, 0.00694 and 0 . 01388 Btu/(sec)(sq ft)(OF), respec
tively; thermal conductivity, 0 . 00347 Btu/(sec)(ft)(OF); outer pipe 
radius, 12 inches; inner pipe radius, 6 i nches. These conditions were 
chosen so that the ratios of gas - to - surface and surface- to - coolant 
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coefficients approximated those for the blade. In addition, the con
ductivity of the pipe material, as well as the values of gas and coolant 
temperatures, was selected so that a large temperature gradient would 
occur between the pipe outer and inner surfaces. It was felt that a 
large gradient was necessary i n order to detect any errors in the use of 
the appr oximate boundary equation, expressed by equation (19). For com
parison purposes, the temperatures for the same radial locations as the 
junctions were calculated with analytical equations (22), (24 ), and (25) 
of reference 2. The differences between analog and calculated valu~s 
are presented i n nondimensional form in figure ll(c). The largest error , 
which occurred near the inner surface, was -1. 88 percent, which is equiv
alent to an error of 12 0 F for a calculated temperature of 362 0 F at 
the juncti on in question. The larger errors were expected to occur near 
the i nner surface, because the entire heat flow across this surface was 
represented by five surface resistors, while there were nine surface re
sistors attached to the outer surface . Nevertheless, the good agreement 
achieved, generally 1 percent or less , indicated that the methods of 
attaching the surface resistance wires and of calculating their values 
were fairly accurate. 

The solution of the second problem, which was to determine whether 
the boundary equation (19) is a close approximation to the exact equa
tion (15) for use in relaxation work for the liquid-cooled blade, was 
dependent upon the analytical temperatures for this pipe segment . Equa
tion (19) was used to calculate the pipe outer - surface temperatures when 
the analytical temperatures of the junctions near the surface and the 
normal di stance from the junction to the surface were known. The error 
in this calculation for the entire outer surface of the 450 segment is 
shown in figure ll(d) . The curve shows the difference between the correct 
analytical temperature at the outer surface (704.680 F) and the value 
calculated with equation (19) Tcalc for each position on the outer sur -
face at which a normal from a grid junction intersected the outer surface . 
The results indicate that the error increases as normal distance in
creases, which is to be expected . Even for the point of largest normal 
distance, however, the error is less than 20 F for a surface temperature 
of 7050 F. The good agreement achieved indicates that the finite
difference boundary equation (19) is a good approximation of the exact 
boundary equation (15) and can be used with little error to evaluate the 
temperatures on the boundaries of a liquid-cooled blade for use in the 
relaxation procedure, if the normal distances are not too great (i.e., if 
the wires of the grid are reasonably close). 

General description of resistance network. - A schematic sketch of 
the liquid- cooled-blade analog is presented in figure 12(a). The blade is 
represented electrically by a network of 24 - gage, bright-drawn chromel
wire grid cut into the shape of the blade profile. The circular areas 

---------------------------------- ---- ---
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where the grid has been removed represent the liquid-coolant passages. 
Such a grid network is useful for the study of two-dimensional heat con
duction in the blade material. As in the case of the p i pe analog, the 
gas-to-blade and blade- to - coolant surface resistances were represented 
by lengths of chromel wire attached to the grid at the junction poi nts 
near the boundary surfaces. The other ends of these wires were spot 
welded to bus bars whose potentials were analogous to the gas and coolant 
temperatures a cting on the cooled blade. Only a few such outer - surface 
wires are illustrated in figure l2(a). These, of course , are placed 
around the entire outer surface . 

Determinat ion of resistances. - The method of attaching and deter 
mining the surface resistances and the electric resistances representing 
the thermal r esistances between the grid junctions and the surface for 
the l i quid-cooled blade was similar to that described for the p ipe analog . 
It was advantageous with respect to accuracy and measurement, as in the 
case of the l3-fin-blade analog, to make a large - sca le analog . Conse 
quently, in determini ng the resistances , consideration had to be given 
to the scale factor , which is defined as the ratio of the size of the 
electric wire grid to the actual size of the blade . In order to determine 
the values of the electric resistances mentioned, it was necessary to draw 
an enlarged profile (enlarged by the scale factor) of the blade . A 
square grid was projected onto the surface representing the bla de ma
terial, as shown in f i gure l2(a). This penciled grid was later replaced 
by a wire grid havi ng the same spacing . The electric resistances were 
calculated with thi s sketch and a rat i o of electric to thermal resist
ance . Thus, if the i ndividual thermal resistances are known, they can 
be converted to equi valent electric resistances from this ratio. The 
value of this ratio wa s determined by equating the electric resistance 
of the wire connecting two adjacent grid points on the large - scale sketch 
(points at which the gri d wires cross) to the equivalent blade thermal 
res i stance between the two corresponding points on the actual blade. 
(The distance between these latter two points, of course, must be multi
plied by the scale factor to equal the distance between the grid points 
on the large - scale sketch .) Thus , the ratio can be expressed as 

Electric resistance of wire 
RE between adjacent grid points on analog 

R (L!kBA) actual blade 

The denominator expresses the thermal resistance between the two points 
measured on the actual- size blade . The L term represents the di stance 
and the A term the area through which the heat flows as measured on the 
actual blade . A l - inch span was as sumed . If a square network is employed, 
it is apparent that A divided by L is equal to the heat - flow area per 
l - inch span . Thus, the preceding ratio reduces to 

R: = (kB) (1 - in
i2

span) (electric resistance between ana log grid points ) 
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This equation shows that the only way of varying the ratio is to alter 
the electric-resistance term either by changing the analog grid spacing 
or varying the wire size. For the liquid-cooled-blade analog, the grid 
spacing was chosen as 1 inch, with a corresponding electric resistance 
of 1.061/12 ohm. 

The inner- and outer-surface thermal resistances were evaluated with 
equation (31), in which the S term was the product of peripheral dis
tance affecting heat flow at the point considered (this distance was 
described under pipe - analog discussion) on the actual blade and a l-lnch 
span . This peripheral distance could be accurately measured on the 
large -scale sketch and divided by the scale factor to get the value re
quired in the equation . The values of thermal resistance so determined 
were then converted to electric resistances by the foregoing ratio and 
then into equivalent lengths of wire. 

The thermal resistances of the normal heat-flow paths between the 
grid junctions and the surface were calculated with equation (26). The 
L term used in the equation was that of the length of the normal on the 
actual blade. It, too, was more conveniently and accurately determined 
by measuri ng the distance on the large- scale sketch and then dividing 
this distance by the scale factor . The value of A used was the same 
as S used in the equation for determining the surface resistance at the 
same peripheral position. These values of thermal resistance were also 
converted to electric resistances with the ratio described previously and 
then converted into equivalent lengths of wire. 

Descri ption of electric analog evolved . - A photograph of the elec 
tric analog evolved is shown i n figure 12 {b). The l-inch wire grid, 
which was 25 times larger than the actual blade , was mounted on plywood 
board. The wire used for the grid was the same as that used for the gri d 
described previously in connection with the pipe - segment analog . The 
gas-to - surface and surface -to - coolant resistances were made from insulated 
28- and 24 - gage chromel wire , respectively. The blade-material resist
ances for the normals were made from bare 24-gage chromel wire. The in
sulated wire was selected for the surface resistances because it could be 
formed into coils without danger of short circuits. Also, a different 
gage wire was used for the gas -to- surface resistance, because it had an 

electri c resistance per unit length approximately 2i times that of the 

grid; and, consequently, a shorter length of wire could be used. 

The gas - to-surface resistances that were connected to the resistances 
representing the normals were spot-welded to 8-gage chromel wire surround
ing the gri d . This wire in turn was soldered to a 1/2- by 1/8-inch copper 
bus bar that also extended around the grid. The relative potential of 
this bar represented the gas temperature . The coolant temperature was 
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s i mi larly r epr esent ed by the relative potential of a copper bus bar and 
chromel wire f ormed as shown i n figure l2 (b). Because the chromel wire, 
analogou s to the inner - surface thermal resistances, was too short to 
extend to the coolant copper bar for one run considered, an ll-gage 
copper wi re was formed approxi mately 2 inches over the grid for this run. 
This wire extended across the ~ive coolant passages as shown in figure 
12(b) . The i nner - surface resistance wires were then spot-welded to an 
8 - gage chromel wire attached to this ll-gage copper wire over the grid. 
Connect i ons were then made from this copper wire direct to the copper 
bus bar whose potenti al represented the coolant temperature. 

The voltage i nput to the analog was connected to the upper right and 
lower left corners of the "gas - temperature" bus bar in order to reduce 
the voltage gr adient . Preli minary investigation of this analog with 11-
gage copper wi re as the mai n bus bar instead of the heavy 1/2- by 1/8-
inch bar resulted i n appr ec i able voltage gradients in the wire. The 
gradients i n the bar used were negli gi ble. 

Method of operat i ng analog . - Operation of this analog was s i milar 
to that of the other analogs . Voltages were measured at each junction 
by means of a probe and a precisi on potentiometer. However, the value 
of the supply voltage decreased slowly during analog operation because 
of the relati vely higher curr ent drain on the voltage source. Conse 
quently, befor e and after the juncti on voltages were measured i n each 
vertical grid row, the voltage between bus bars was measured. This per
mitted an accurate determinat i on of junction temperatures that were to 
be u sed to obtai n r es i duals by the relaxation method . As brought out 
previously, the method of checking the accuracy of this analog was to 
relax the temperatures determined from the analog and to note the resid
uals obtained . 

COMPARI SON OF TEMPERATURES OBTAINED FROM HEAT-TRANSFER 

EQUATIONS AND ELECTRIC ANALOGS 

The merit of the analogs and the accuracy of the results in the caSE 
of the two air - cooled blades were determined in part by comparison with 
temperatures calculated from heat - transfer theory. For the 13-fin blade, 
an exact check with theoret i cal local midchord temperatures was not ex
pected even if the analog were perfect, because the theory neglected 
chordwi se conduction, as mentioned before. The general trends and average 
values were expected to be verified if the analog were des i gned and 
operated correctly. For the strut blade, good agreement was expected if 
this analog were also designed and operated correctly, because , i n gen
eral, the heat - transfer theory and the principle of the analog were s i mi 
lar . I n the case of the l i quid- cooled blade, the values of the residuals 
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obtai ned from a relaxation of the analog temperatures were the criteria 
used to determine the accuracy of the results of the analog. The follow 
ing sections discuss the r e sults obtai ned . 

13- Fin-Blade Analog 

Comparison of analog and calculated ~. - The data obtained from the 
analog, as mentioned before, are i n the form of the temperature-difference 
ratio ~ for each position on the blade at which a measurement is made. 
Therefore, in order to determine the accuracy of the results of the analog, 
compari sons of theoretical and analog values of ~ are made, rather than 
the temperature of the metal at the position chosen, because a fixed dif
ference between analog and calculated ~ values will result in varying 
difference between analog and calculated metal temperatures, depending on 
the values of the gas and coolant temperatures chosen. 

The values of ~ for the 13-fin -blade, 55-element analog are com
pared wi th the calculated values for a cooling-air-flow rate of 0.0204 
pound per second in figure 13 . The analog values are shown by the solid 
curve wi th the circle points ; the dashed curve with the circle points 
shows extensions of the analog data determined by the method described 
previously . The calculated temperature ratios obtained from heat-transfer 
theory are sho,vn by the solid curve with the square points. The circle 
and square points denote the positions on the blade where measurements 
were made with the analog or where calculations were made. The calcu
lated values of ~ are appreciably higher than the analog values (which 
means the metal temperatures are lower) in the midchord region and lower 
near the leading and trailing sections. This difference is to be ex
pected, because the midchord- temperature theory neglects chordwise con
duction, which would bring heat into this region and raise the tempera
tures above the values obtained. The three points on each side of the 
ordinate line representing the leading edge and the four points on the 
pressure surface and the four points on the suction surface nearest the 
trailing - edge ordinate line were calculated by analytical methods dis
cussed earlier that considered chordwise conduction toward the base of 
the trapezoid or toward the coolant passage. The analytical methods, 
however, assume that all the heat is removed from the base of the trape
zoid by convective heat transfer to the coolant and neglect the conduc
tion from the base of the trapezoid toward the midchord region through the 
blade shell . It would be expected then, as shown in figure 13, that the 
calculated ~ values would be higher (and the temperature lower) than 
the analog values in the midchord region . These statements are based on 
the fact that the analog considers chordwise conduction. The trends of 
the curves of the analog values and the calculated values, however, are 
similar . Unpublished experimental data show that the analog values are 
more accurate than the analytical values in the midchord region. The 
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thickness of the shell of the 13- fin blade was greater than that pres 
ently used for air - cooled blades , with the result that chordwise conduc 
tion would. have a greater effect on midchord temper atures for the f i n 
blade . As a consequence, better agreement would be expected between 
analog and analytical values of ~ for present blades than is shown in 
figure 13 . No eff ect of cool~nt flow on the accuracy of results was 
apparent, as the differences between theoretical and analog values for 
coolant - flow rates of 0 . 0049 and 0 . 0122 pound per second remained about 
the same as those shown in figure 13 . 

Comparison of blade temperatures from calculated and analog values 
of <P . - Although a comparison of <P values ·from the analog and from 
heat - transfer theory gives a measure of the a ccuracy of the analog, a 
better physical picture of the results can be obtai ned by comparing blade 
temperatures calculated from the ¢ values, even though the differences 
are also dependent on the level of gas and coolant temperatures chosen . 
Such blade temperature compari sons are given in figure 14 , where the 
values were calculated f r om the data of figure 13 (0. 0204 -pound-per 
second cool ant - flow r ate ) for an effecti ve gas temperature of 10000 F 
and a coolant total t emper ature of 1280 F, which are values normally 
used i n the static cascade for which the blades were made . The results 
have the trends mentioned p r evi ously, the calculated midchord tempera
tures being lower and the calculated t r ailing - and leading - section tem
peratures b eing hi gher than the analog values . Except for the middle 
of the sucti on - surface midchord regi on and the leading section, the dif 
ferences between the theory and the analog values are thought to be i n 
close enough agreement that use of either to estimate operating life of 
a blade would be s atisfactory Ivi th the present knowledge of factors 
affect i ng blade l i fe . I n any event , a more rigorous theory would be 
developed . 

Comparison of <P va lues from 55 - and 31- element analogs . - The 
effect of reduci ng the number of elements in the fin -blade analog from 
55 t o 31 (and thus the number of reSistors) on the temperature- difference 
ratios <P of the blade shell as determi ned by the analogs i s shown i n 
f igure 15 . The results are gi ven i n percentage difference in <P of the 
two analogs at each position on the blade shell, with the <P va lues of 
the 55 - element analog as the basis fer comparison, because they had been 
consider ed a ccurate enough, on the basis of comparison brought out i n 
the previ ous sect i on, for the purposes required of the analog tempera
tures . The difference i s well below ±l percent on either pressure or 
suction surface . The permissible limit of error is considered to be ±3 
percent , as noted on the figure . [Thi S latter error was evaluated on 
the basi s of a ±lO-percent error in a stress - ratio factor of 2 . 0 applied 
to a calculated centrifugal stress of 31,400 lb/sq i n . at a three - eighths 
span pos i t i on on the blade, the usua l cri tical point. The blade material 
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considered was Timken 17-22A(S) steel because of its high strength and 
low critical-material content. The stress-ratio factor is the ratio of 
the allowable stress for the blade material (based on stress-to-rupture 
data for a normal life and the blade temperature) to the centrifugal 
stress. The factor of 2.0 is considered appropriate for present bladesJ 
For an effective gas temperature of 17500 F (turbine-inlet temperature 
about 20000 F) and a coolant temperature of 5400 F at the three-eighths
span position, the 3- percent permisSible analog error amounts to about 
200 F allowable error in blade temperature. From the results of figvre 
15 it is apparent that the number of resistors can be reduced appreciably 
from that used in the original 55- element fin-blade analog, and the 
results will be consistent with those obtained on the original analog. 

Comparison of calculated and analog average values of ~. - As wa s 
pointed out earlier, the average blade temperatures are generally ade 
quate for determining whether a blade is satisfactory in regard to stress. 
Consequently, even though local temperatures are useful in determining 
the existence of any extreme temperature gradients that may cause thermal 
stress failures, a comparison of average values of temperature-difference 
ratio obtained by integrating the calculated and analog local values of 
~ of previous curves is of greater interest. Such a comparison is shown 
in figure 16, where average calculated values of ~ are plotted against 
average analog values of ~. A 450 line is drawn on the figure to indi
cate perfect agreement. The circle points for the 55-element analog were 
obtained from the results of figure 13 and the data for 0 .0049- and 
0.0122 -pound-per-second coolant - flow rates. Inasmuch as conduction ha s 
an averaging effect on the chordwise temperature distribution, it would 
be expected that if the analog were designed and operated correctly, the 
results shown in figure 16 would agree fairly well. 

The agreement between the calculated and analog average values for 
either analog (55 - or 31-element) is excellent and indicates that either 
theory or analog can be used equally well to determine the adequacy of 
a blade with respect to stress . The stress is determined through use of 
a stress -rupture curve and compared with an allowable stress on the basis 
of criteria used at present. The much better agreement between average 
calculated and average analog temperatures than was obtained for local 
temperatures is to be expected, s ince conduction was not taken into 
account in the calculated temperatures. When thermal stresses are im
portant , it seems to be better (on the basis of comparison with experi 
mental data mentioned previously) to use the analog to obtain tempera 
tures unless the present theory of calculat ing blade temperature for the 
midchord region is modified to include chordwise conduction, especially 
if the shell is thick. 

One run on the 55 - element analog, which was repeated to check the 
accuracy of repetition, shows good agreement with the original run (fig. 
16). The agreement between the 55 - and 31- element analog average values 
was also good . 
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Strut -Blade Analog 

Comparison of calculated and analog temperatures and ~ for six 
element analog. - The compari son of analog temperature - difference ratios 
~ (obtained from the analog in which the number of resistors was such 
as to divide each part of the strut blade into six elements) with the 
calculated values of ~ is shown in f i gure 17(a) for three representa
tive blade-to- coolant coeffi cients . The differences between ~analog 

and ~calc values are shown in percentage of ~calc for the various 

positions along the shell, the pri mary fin, and the strut body . The 
letters denoting the positions in f i gure g(c) are repeated in fig -
ure 17(a) along the abscissa . The errors or differences are less than 
3/4 percent for the 20 positions at whi ch measurements were taken for 
all three blade- to-coolant coefficients used. This error is well within 
the permissible error of ±3 percent noted on the figure, which was deter
mined for this blade in a manner comparable with that for the fin blade . 

No trend of the data with varying hi could be noted . The general 

trend of the curves i s similar . The largest change in the curves is in 
the blade shell near the weld between points f and g in figure g(c) . 
These points represent locations on the shell and adjacent to the weld 
attachment. I t is between these points that the temperature gradients 
are largest for those series i n which secondary fins are considered. For 
this reason, one would expect an increase in error, because basically the 
analog is replacing the hyperbolic temperature distribution as obtained 
by equation (C12) by a linear equation . 

Curves similar to those in figure l7( a ) are shown in figure 17(b) 
for a constant hi value but for three values of gas - to -blade coeffi 
cient ho . No trend with ho is observed . The three curves have the 
same general shape as those in f i gure l7(a), the largest error again 
being about 3/ 4 percent and the greatest change in the percentage dif 
ference values of ~ being observed between blade locations f and g. 

In order to illustrate the magnitude of the errors shown in fig 
ures 17(a) and (b), the actual blade temperatures obtained with analog 
data and by calculation from theory are shown in figure 18 for selected 
locations . A high effective gas temperature of 17500 F and a blade - root 
coolant temperature of 4500 F (compressor bleed temperature) were chosen 
as representative cooled-turbine conditi ons for the calculation . The 
comparisons are shown for two coolant - flow ratios with and without 
secondary fins . The difference i n calculated and analog temperatures is 
only a few degrees for all points and conditions shown, the largest dif
ference being about' 50 F in 7000 F . Use of secondary fins had an appreci 
able effect on strut temperatur es . For the 0 . 005 coolant - flow rat i o , the 
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strut temperature decreased from 14500 to 12810 F, a reduction of about 
1700 F . For most materials, a reduction of this amount at elevated metal 
temperatur es can increase blade life considerably. For the 0.05 coolant
flow ratio, this reduction is approximately 1500 F. 

Reproducibility of results. - I n order to determine whether the 
errors shown in figures 17 and 18 were experimental inaccuracies in 
adjusting analog resistors to the desired values, reruns on the analog 
for series VII, IX, and X conditions were made . Comparison of the re
sults from the reruns with the original runs indicated that the greater 
part of the error between the calculated and analog values of ~ can be 
attributed to inaccuracies in the analog circuit, because the difference 
in results between the initial run and the rerun was very small. The 
inaccuracies in the analog may be due, as noted before, to the substi
tution of linear equations when the analog is used for hyperbolic equa
tions of the theory for temperature. 

Effect of reduced number of elements in analog. - As mentioned 
earlier, a comparison was made of the over-all resistance for the primary 
fin and strut body calculated from the values of the electric resistances 
used in the analog with the electric resistances calculated from heat
transfer theory. This comparison was made in order to determine in part 
the effect of the number of elements on analog accuracy, since it can be 
expected that better accuracy can be achieved with an increase in the 
number of elements. For this comparison, equivalent resistances were 
calculated to represent the strut by six elements, then two, and one. 

The results of the calculations are shown in the following table: 

Number of Equivalent Difference , 
elements reSistance, percent 

ohms 
Heat- Analog 

transfer 
theory 

6 118.05 118 . 11 0.04 

2 354.16 355 . 59 .40 

1 708 . 32 719.71 1.61 

The comparison between the two equivalent resistances for the six- and 
two - element cases shows that good accuracy should be expected from these 
analogs , based on the part representing primary fin, strut body, and 
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blade - to - coolant coeffi c i ent . The a ccuracy should not be so good for a 
one - element analog, as the differ ence between the equivalent res i stances 
for thi s case i s approaching 2 per cent . 

The e f fect of a reduct i on i n t he number of elements (and thus the 
number of electric res i stors ) .i n the analog on the temperature - difference 
ratios at the vari ous pos i t i ons on t he blade is shown in figure 19 . Com
parison i s made for seri es IV conditions (no secondary fin) for blade 
sections di vi ded f i rst into s i x elements (as shown in fig . 9 (a)) a nd then 
into two elements . The average error for t he two - element analog was 2 
percent , whi le that for the s i x - element analog was 1 percent. Both ana
logs gi ve r esults withi n the calculated permissible error of 3 percent 
shown i n t he f i gure . A redu cti on from six to two elements reduced the 
number of r es i stors from 43 to 15 . I t should be noted that the tempera
ture gr adient between f and g i s smaller with no secondary fins than 
with secondary f i ns , and, as a consequ ence , there is no larger change in 
error between these points in f i gure 19 for the six - element analog than 
between other points on the cur ve . A comparison of a rerun of the two 
element analog with the ini tial run indicates that the errors are in
herent in the analog and are not in the operation of it . The comparison 
between the six- and the two - element results verifies the accuracy of 
these analogs predicted when the analog over -all electric resistances 
for the pri mary fin and strut were compared with the over - all resistances 
calculated from heat - transfer equations . The results of figures 17 (a) 
and 19 i ndicate that either analog can be used to give excellent results 
when strut -blade temperatures are r equired. 

Liquid-Cooled- Blade Analog 

Relaxation residuals obtained from analog data . - The accuracy of 
results of the l i qui d- cooled-blade analog was indicated by relaxing the 
values of blade temperature obtai ned with the analog; the data generally 
were cons i dered sat i sfactor y when the residuals were less than ±8 . The 
final evaluati on of the data , however, also depends on the coefficients 
of the r elaxation theory at each local point . The coefficients may be 
defined as the changes in the magnitude of the residual resulting from a 
10 temperature change in any of the four points surrounding the center 
point for which the residual i s being calculated . Points very near 
boundari es can have high coefficients, and then residuals as high as 20 
do not mean that the analog data are inaccurate . It should be noted that 
analog temperatures r ather than temperature-difference values e (eq . 
(17) ) were used to calculate the res i dual values . Consequently, a pos i 
tive r es i dual value as calculated would become negative if determined by 
means of equation (17 ). 
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The residuals determined from the analog temperatures for the medium 
blade-to-coolant coefficient run are shown in figure 20. Also shown in 
the figure below some of the residuals are the coefficients at the local 
points considered; where no coefficient values are shown, the value was 
always~. (The value should be 4 when a central point is surrounded by 
four points in the blade proper all equidistant from the central point. 
It is obtained from eq. (17).) The residuals of figure 20 were con
sidered very satisfactory for most of the blade. The residuals for the 
high and low blade-to-coolant coefficient runs that were determined but 
are not shown herein were equally as good for most of the blade. The 
largest residuals occurred near the surface, as expected, because the 
coefficients are large here and only a small inaccuracy in temperature 
is required to obtain a large residual. Nevertheless, the residuals in 
this region are effectively small enough that this type analog appears 
satisfactory for determining temperatures for the greater part of the 
blade. 

The residuals in the trailing section of the blade near the last 
coolant hole were somewhat large, and an attempt was made to find a means 
of obtaining more accurate temperatures for this region. In order to do 
so, a 100-times-size analog of this trailing section was built , and thus 
what amounted to a finer grid of wires was obtained than that for the 
whole blade analog, although a I-inch grid was used. A photograph of 
this analog is shown in figure 21. The residuals obtained from data of 
this analog are compared in figure 22 with the residuals from the 25-
times-size analog. Except for one location, all residuals beyond the 
last coolant passage were reduced to values close to zero. However , 
several residuals around the coolant passage did increase, the increase 
being magnified by the relatively large coefficients at the points con
sidered. The fact that, for most points, the residuals for the 100-
times-size analog were considered satisfactory indicates that the tem
peratures were also satisfactory. Because these temperatures were not 
very different from the trailing-section temperatures of the 25-times 
size analog, the latter temperatures appear to be of sufficient accuracy 
for stress design purposes . 

Blade temperature distributions. - Temperature distributions in the 
liquid- cooled blade obtained from the analogs are shown in figure 23 for 
the three blade-to-coolant coefficients used. The effect of this coeffi 
cient can be found by comparing figures 23(a) to (c). An analysis of 
this nature would take months of tedious work involving relaxation solu 
tions if the temperatures were calculated from heat - transfer theory . The 
isothermal lines ha ve the same general shape in the three figures. These 
isotherms i ndicate that for the central section of the blade an increase 
in blade-to- coolant coefficient reduces the blade temperatures by a l a rge 
amount . Near the trailing edge, a tenfold increase in the coefficient 
reduced the trailing- edge temperature 3200 F . For the blade leading edge, 
the resultant change was approxi mately 3600 F. For the low coefficient, 
the temperature drop from the trailing edge to the nearest coolant passage 
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i s appr oxi mat ely 1200 F, while for the high coefficient it is approxi 
mately 2500 F . A gradient of this amount could induce unfavorable thermal 
stre sses . It i s apparent that the use of the wire - grid analog is a rela
t i vely rapi d method of obtai ning detai l temperature distributions of 
l i qu i d - cooled blades for stress analysis of various designs and conditions . 

GENERAL INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM FABRI CATI ON AND OPERATION OF ANALOGS 

In the fabricat i on and operation of the analogs, various items of 
useful information concerned with improvement of the analogs became avail 
able . I n us i ng the variable resistors , indications were that there should 
be cons i derable pressure between the sliding contact and wire so as to 
obtai n a good contact . This pressure would eliminate the possibility of 
affecting the res i stance values already set into the resistor as a result 
of acc i dental rubbing, unnecessary vi bration, or some other disturbance . 
This pressure can be "felt " from the effort required to turn the shaft. 
In the case of the f i n -blade analog, reduction of the elements from 55 
to 31 required disconnect i ng many variable resistors . This operation can 
be eli minated by using commerci al resistors that have an attached "on
off" swi tch or an off-pos i tion . Use of this type of resistor would make 
the analog more versatile . I n the strut -blade analog, variable resistors 
rather than fixed precisi on res i stors (the type used herein) would make 
the analog more versatile, i nasmuch as the variable resistors would not 
have to be replaced i f the thermal resistances were changed. 

In the fin -blade analog, lengths of 24 - gage chromel wire of approxi 
mately 50 feet were used to represent the thermal resistance of the shell 
material . Such lengths requir e wooden spools cr similar apparatus to 
hold the wi re and result i n a rather large analog . If 28 - gage chrome 1 
wi re were used instead, this length would be reduced to approximately 20 
feet, wi th a corr espondi ng sli ght increase in inaccuracies in measuring 
desi red lengths between elements . In like manner , the liquid- cooled
blade analog was rather large , because of the desi red accuracy, with use 
of a l -inch grid of 24 - gage chromel wire. A reduction in analog size can 
agai n be achi eved with 28- gage chromel wire spaced in a 1/2- inch grid. 
Wi re of 28 gage , or possibly 26 gage, however, would require more careful 
handli ng in t he spot -welding operation and during installation in the ana
log because of the small wire size . 

A s i mple and inexpensi ve but less accurate type of voltage -measuring 
devi ce could be used in place of the precision type . Basically, it would 
cons i st of a sli de -wi re system, used to compare the voltage at a particu
lar j unct i on bei ng considered with the entire voltage drop between the 
"gas - and coolant - temperature" bus bars . The slide wire of arbitrary 
length, whi ch would be connected to the gas~ and coolant - temperature bus 
bar s , would have sufficient resistance so as not to cause excessive cur 
rent drai n on the voltage source . A galvanometer would be connected to 

------ ~ 
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the probe used to measure local junction voltages and also to a device 
of some sort that slides along the slide wire. In order to operate this 
unit, the slider would be moved along the wire until there is no gal
vanometer deflection. Thus the local voltage is balanced against the 
voltage drop in the resistance wire between the gas- and coolant
temperature bus bars. The ratio of the length of wire between this 
point and the gas temperature bus bar to the over-all length of the re
sistance wire is merely the value of ~. Local blade temperatures can 
then be calculated from this value. This method is also applicable to 
the strut- and liquid-cooled-blade analogs. Since this device considers 
simultaneously the local voltage at a point on the analog and the over
all applied voltage, the problem of compensating for the falling-off of 
applied voltage with time is eliminated. 

In general, the analogs developed could be made in a relatively 
short time and were inexpensive compared with some commercial apparatus 
used by others. It is estimated that any of the analogs can be made in 
about 4 days at a maximum cost of around $200. The time for compiling 
and analyzing temperature data was also reduced appreciably as compared 
with the time for calculating the temperatures analytically. This saving 
will be appreciable when a large number of designs and conditions are 
needed for the a ir-cooled blades. For the liquid-cooled blade, even for 
one design and one set of conditions, the time could be reduced from 
about 4 weeks of calculation to about 1 day. About 3 more days would be 
required to relax the analog values if a check on the residuals were 
required. 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

The investigation was conducted to develop simple, inexpensive elec 
tric analogs for determining temperatures of cooled turbine blades. The 
accuracy of such analogs was determined by fabricating three for specific 
blade configurations (a 13-fin shell-supported air-cooled blade, a strut
supported air-cooled blade, and a liquid-cooled blade) and comparing 
values of blade temperatures obtained with them with calculated values of 
temperatures for the air-cooled blades and by relaxing the analog values 
for the liquid-cooled blade. The results of this investigation were as 
follows : 

1 . A review of the various types of analogs led to the conclusion 
that the network type , with calibrated resistance wire used in conjunc 
tion with variable resistors that facilitated large variations in oper 
ating conditions and blade geometry, was the cheapest and simplest and 
was sufficiently accurate for the purpose required. 
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2. Comparison of calculated av~rage blade temperatures for the 13-
f in blade with those obtained from the analog that divided the blade 
shell into 55 elements showed excellent agreement. Because of the 
present limited knowledge of the effect of combined stresses on cooled
blade life , only average temperatures are gener ally used for estimating 
such life; and as good agreem~nt has been obtained between average cal
culated and average experimentally measured temperatur es , i t was con
cluded that the analog values would be satisfactory for this purpose. 

3. Comparison of calculated l ocal blade temperatures and local tem
peratures measured by the 13- fin -blade analog showed the former to be 
lower in the midchord region and higher i n the leading and trailing sec 
tions . Although the differences were thought to be i n enough agreement 
that either the calculated or t he analog temperatures could be used to 
est imate operating life of a blade, the analog values were more accurate 
in the midchord region on the basis of comparison wi th unpublished experi 
mental data . 

4 . The number of elements i n the 13- fin -blade analog could be r educed 
appreci ably and the errors remain within acceptable values. For instance, 
reduction from 55 to 31 elements led to differences i n the temperature 
diffe rence ratios of the two analogs of well below ±l percent . 

5. The results from the strut - supported-blade analogs indicated that 
either the six- or two-element analog (shell, primary fin, and strut body 
divided into six or two elements) could be used to give excellent results. 
The differences between the calculated temperature- difference ratios and 
those measured/ on the s i x-element analog, for instance, were less than 
3/4 percent, well within the estimated ±3-percent error consi dered per 
missible with regard t o str ess . Comparisons of temperatures obtained with 
the s i x - and the two - element analogs showed a maxi mum difference of 50 F 
in 7000 F . 

6 . Results obtained with an analog havi ng a grid network represent 
ing the l iquid-cooled blade, which was 25 - times - size of the blade , were 
considered generally satisfactory for blade des i gn purposes . 

7. It is estimated that any of the analogs can be made in about 4 
days . The maximum co st of labor and materials for any of them is esti 
mated at around $200 . Much time can be saved if many conditions and 
blade des igns are to be explored for any of the blade types evaluated. 
For a liquid- cooled blade, even for one set of conditions and one design, 
the estimated time to obtain temperatures at a given span position can be 
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reduced from about 4 weeks of calculatio~ with the relaxation method to 
about 1 day with the analog . If the temperatures obtained on the analog 
are relaxed for checking the residuals, another estimated 3 days are 
required. 

Lewis Fli ght Propulsion Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 

Cleveland, Ohio, September 28, 1953 
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APPENDIX A 

SYMBOLS 

The f ollowing symbols are used in this report: 

cross-se~tional area , sq ft unless otherwise noted 

coefficients of power ser ies 

constant in eq . ( 12) 

constant in eq . (13) 

constants in eq . (11) 

constants in eqs . (C2) to (Cll), appendix C 

sp~cific heat at constant pressure, Btu/(lb)(oF) 

hydraulic diameter, 4 times flow area/wetted perimeter, ft 

Euler number , (X/W) (dW/dx) 

electromotive force ( emf), volt s 

acceleration due to gravity, ft/sec2 

local heat - transfer coefficient (constant -wall-temperature 
bas{s), Btu/(sec)(sq ft)(~) unless otherwise noted 

effective blade-to- cooling-air heat-transfer coefficient, 
Btu/(sec)(sq ft)(~) 

average blade-to-cooling-air heat -transfer coefficient 
(based on temperature and area of total cooling surface), 
Btu/(sec)(sq ft)(~) 

current, amp (indicates ~ when used with Bessel functions) 

LJ') 
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iHo,Hl Bessel functions 

J mechanical equivalent of heat, ft-lb/Btu 

j 

j f 

K 

k 

N 

n 

p 

p' 

Q. 

R 

r 

s 

T 

chordwise distance from blade trailing or leading edge to 
coolant passage, ft unless otherwise noted 

j + (T e/Z)' f't 

constants used in eg. (E5) in appendix E 

thermal conductivity, Btu/(sec)(ft)(~) 

electric conductivity, l/(ft)(ohm) 

length, ft 

perimeter, ft 

turbine speed, rpm 

exponent defined by eq . (2) 

static pressure, lb/sq ft 

t otal pressure, lb/sq ft 

residual temperature difference, OF 

rate of heat flow, Btu/sec 

thermal resistance, L/kA or l/hS, (sec)(~)/Btu 

electric reSistance, ohms 

gas constant, ft -lb/(lb)(~) 

radius, ft 

surface area, sq ft 

temperature or static temperature, ~ or ~ 
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o 0 total temperature, F or R 

velocity relative to stator blade, tt/sec 

local velocity in free stream relative to rotor blade) ft/sec 

weight flow ) lb/sec 

distance along blade surface as shown in fig. l(a), ft (also 
Cartesian coordinates of blade cross section in eq. (14) 
and fig . 4) 

distance along blade surface from assumed stagnation point 
as shown in fig . l(a), ft 

Cartesian coordinates of blade cross section in eq. (14) and 
fig. 4 

function defined by eq. (B2) 

distance from blade trailing or leading edge to blade element, 
ft (see fig . l(a)) 

coeffic ients of strut-blade heat-transfer equations) (see 
table V) 

coefficients in table VI based on Z-coefficients 

distance from blade root t o span position being considered, 
ft 

stator blade exit angle at midspan of blades (relative to 
plane normal to engine axis), deg 

denotes usual gannna. function 

ratio of specific heats 

relaxation network spacing, ft (see fig. 4) 

distance between point on outer or inner (coolant-passage) 
boundary of blade and one on blade near boundary (see fig. 4) 

If) 
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Sc 

Se 

71 

e 

" 
T 

Tc ' Te 

Subscr ipts: 

a 

B 

c 

calc 

E 

e 

f 

g 

T e ( 1 - tan 'lr )Jl/ 
2 

+ 2 tan 'lr 

r, Te ( l - tan 'lr )ll/2 
2K ~ + 2 tan 'lr J 

iT e (1 - tan 'lr )11/2 

2K t 2 tan 'lr j 

normal distance t o b l ade surfa ce , ft (see fig . 4) 

Tg,e - TB, ~ 

thickness , ft 

thickness of leadi ng- or trailing- section trapezoid at 
coolant passage and at leading or trailing edge, respec 
tively, ft unless otherwise noted (see fig. l(a ) ) 

angular velocity of turbine wheel, radians/sec 

air 

blade 

at coolant passage 

calculated 

electric 

effective , or trailing and leading edge when used with T 
or TB 

fin} except when used with h 

gas 
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ins ide (on cool ant side) or "in" when used with A, p, q, 
T, and V 

conductive heat 

leading section 

local p~int or section 

liquid 

midchord section 

outside (on gas side) or Hout H when used with A, p, q, T, 
and V 

pressure surface 

r otor 

blade root 

stator 

suction surface 

segment 

trailing section 

wir e 

evaluated at distance X along blade surface (see fig . l(a)) 

evaluated at distance x along blade surface (see fig . l(a)) 

any chordwise section within leading or trailing edge 

f r ee stream 

refers to elements of strut blade (see fig . 3(b)); when used 
with L gives distance to any point within element 

t.{) 
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0 ,1,2,3 
... 14 

when used with L give total lengths of strut-blade 
elements; otherwise denote stations in relaxation
network system of liquid-cooled blade 

57 

Superscripts: 

* variable wall temperature 

denotes linear dimension increased by Te/2 except when used 
with p or T, where denotes total values; denotes effec
tive coefficient at base of leading-section or trailing
section trapezoids when used with hf 

average value 
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APPENDIX B 

METHODS OF DETERMINING GAS -TO-BLADE HEAT-TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS 

FOR TURBULENT FLOW ON VARIABLE -WAil-TEMPERATURE BASIS 

The curve in figure 2(a)} from which can be obtained the gas-to
blade heat - t r ansfer coefficients for a turbulent - flow boundary layer 
based on a variable-wall temperature } was derived by the NACA from e~ua
tion (67) of r eference 8 . The assumptions used in this analysis were 
given previously. This e~uation is 

~~Yn(X/j)n 

L::;An(X/ j)n 
n 

(Bl) 

where ~(X/j)n is a power- series expansion of the temperature ratio 

(TB X/Tg 00) - l} and Yn is a relation among certain r functions , , 
defined as 

r(40n 1\r(32) 
Y _ 39 + I 39 

n - r(40n + 32) 
39 39 

(B2) 

In the calculations necessary for the construction of figure 2(a)} only 
one term in the series expansion was considered} so that e~uation (Bl) 
simplifies to 

(B3) 

Values of n were inserted in e~uation (B2) to obtain a set of ratios 
of the variable-wall-temperature t o constant-wall-temperature heat
transfer coefficients. 

Figure 2(a) cannot be directly applied to the calculation of 
trailing-section temperatures} because n} which depends on the tempera
tures sought (see e~. (2)), is unknown. Values of ho,X (based on con-
stant wall temperature), however, are obtained by the method employed in 
calculating similar coefficients, for the midchord region} for the vari
ous positions X distance from an arbitrarily selected station CC near 
the trailing section. With these values of ho X and an assumed value , 

Lf) 
co 
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of n, n6,x values are obtained from figure 2(a}. The temperature 

distribution is then calculated with the equation for temperature dis
tribution in a trapezoidal section and an average of these h~ X - . ' values. A logarithmic plot of Tg,e - TB,t against X is made to 
determine n. If this value equals the assumed n, the temperature 
distribution is the required one; if not, the procedure is repeated 
until the two values of n agree . 

~------------------------

59 
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APPENDIX C 

METHOD OF SIMULTANEOUS SOLUTION FOR CONSTANTS IN STRUT -BLADE 

TEMPERATURE -DISTRIBUTION EQUATIONS 

The numerical expression of the temperature distribution in each 
segment of the strut blade requires the solution for the numerical value , 
for each segment, of the two constants in the general temperature
distribution r elations given by equations (11) and (13). The method of 
simultaneous solution of the 12 constants for the six elements of the 
strut blade considered herein is as follows: 

At point 1 of figure 3(b), dTB,m/dL and Ll_2 equalO. Conse 

quently, when equation (11) is differentiated for element 1- 2 and set 
equal to 0, and 11-2 = 0 is substituted in it, the two constants Cl 
and C2 in the equation are equal. At the junction of elements 1-2 
and 2- 3, TB m of the first element at Ll_2 = Ll , and TB m of the , , 
second element at ~ - 3 = 0, are equal . With this knowledge and equa
tions (11) and (13), another equation can be obtained with two constants 
in it, C2 and C4 . Also, at the junctions of these same elements, the 
heat flowing out of element 1- 2 equals the heat flowing into element 
2- 3, or for a.l- inch span: 

( Cl) 

Differenti ating equation (11) for element 1-2 and equation (13) for ele
ment 2 -3 and substituting the boundary values Ll_2 = Ll and L2- 3 = 0 

in the resulting equat ions give equations for d(TB,m)1 _2/dLl_2 and 

d(TB m)2 -3/dL2-3 for use in equation (Cl). Substituting for these , 
ter ms in equations (Cl) results in another equation involving two con
stants C2 and C3 ' Applying the same procedures to the junctions of 
elements 2 -3 and 3- 4, 3 - 4 and 4 -5 , 4 - 5 and 5- 6, and 5 -6 and 6- 7 yields 
ten equations , two for each junction, that have 11 unknown constants in 
them. Therefor e , the constants must be reduced by 1 if only the ten 
equations a r e to be used. At point 7 of figure 3(a), dTB , m/dL6 _7 = 0 

and L6_7 = L6 · Differentiating equation (11) for this element and 

including the foregoing conditions result in an equation whereby one 
constant in the equation for this element can be determined from the 
other . Thus , one constant can be eliminated from the ten equations 
mentioned . 
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The ten equations must be solved simultaneously to determine the 
constants . This can be done by applying the rule of reference 28, which 
is an improved method of solving many equations simultaneously. The 
equations in simple form are given in table V. The coefficients Z in 
the equations are defined at the bottom of the table. These coefficients 
can be formed into a matrix, and then another matrix of coefficients Z' 
can be formed based on the Z coefficients as shown in table VI, which 
is the application of this rule to the series of equations presented. 
The constants can be determined from the Z' coefficients with the 
following equations: 

(C2) 

(C3) 

( C4) 

(C5) 

(C6) 

Cs = - C
5
Z' . - C6Z'. 

eJ el 
(c7) 

( C8) 

( C9) 

( C10) 

(Cll) 

These constants are then substituted in the following equations, which 
have been obtained by methods given previously and which were used to 
get the equations given in table V, from which the temperatures at any 
position L in each element of figure 3(b) can be determined: 

Element 1- 2 : 

(C12) 

Element 2-3: 

( C13) 
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Element 3 - 4 : 

a3 _4L3 _4 -a3 _4L3 _4 
2 

°3 _4 
(C14) TB , m = C5e + C6e +--2 a3 _4 

Element 4 -5 : 

a
4

_
5

L
4

_
5 

2 
-a4 _5L4 _5 °4_5 

(C15) 
If) 

T = C7e + Cae +~ 
en 

B, m 
O'l 
C\J 

4 -5 

Element 5 - 6 : 

a5 _6L5 - 6 -a5 _6L5 _6 
2 

° 5 - 6 ( C16) TB , m = Cg e + C10e +--2 a 
5 - 6 

El ement 6- 7 : 

r L 
-2a

6
_
7

L
6 -a 6 _7L6 _7) 

2 

T 
6 ·· 7 6- 7 °6 _7 

(Cl7) = C12 e e + e +--
B, m a2 

6- 7 
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APPENDIX D 

METHODS FOR DETERMINING LOCAL COOLANT TEMPERATURES, STATIC GAS 

TEMPERATURE, AND RELATIVE TOTAL GAS TEMPERATURE 

In the calculation of heat -transfer parameters for use in obtaining 
blade metal temperatures, either by calculation or by electric analog, 
values of local coolant temperature, static gas temperature, and total 
gas temperature relative to the rotor blade are required. The pro
cedures for obtaining these values are as follows: 

Local spanwise coolant temperature. - For air-cooled shell
supported blades with constant cross-sectional area, the cooling-air 
temperature at any span position other than the root is obtained from 
the following formula obtained from equations in reference 1: 

2 (j) r r (j)2 z 
2 

T' = T a, 1 g , e 
+--U+-U Jg Jg 

(j) cp , a 2 
-~<-- U + 

Jg 

where 

cooling-air temperature at blade root, OF (compressor-outlet 
temperature) 

radius from center line of turbine wheel to blade root , ft 

and the other terms are defined in appendix A. In the case of a static 
blade, the terms with (j) are deleted . The temperatures in table II for 
the l3-fin blade were calculated in this manner. The gas - to -blade coef 
ficient in equation (Dl) is the average for the whole blade, and the 
perimeter 10 is the t otal for the outside surface. 

Although the temperature of the air at the root of the blade, 
assumed equal to the compressor -outlet temperature, was used in table II 
for the strut blade, cases arise when this temperature must be known at 
other spanwise sections. For these cases, equation (Dl) does not appear 
to be directly applicable. It is based on a constant value of ~ over 
the blade span, which may not be true for the strut - supported blade 
because of the spanwise change in the effective blade-to-coolant coeffi
cient as a result of strut taper . Therefore, a finite -difference equa
tion for the temperature rise of the coolant can be used. It can be 
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shown from a balance of heat entering a differential element 6z along 
the span and the addition of r otational effect on coolant temperature 
that 

(D2) 

The temperature TB, b in this equation is the integrated average of the 

shell temperature between lines AA and BB of figure 3(a) for the spanwi se 
section being considered. Thus , t aking small increments 6z and summing 
the resulting coolant- temperature changes 6T~ with the coolant inlet 
temperature result in the spanwise coolant - temperature distribution . 
This procedure is an iteration process, since the local blade tempera
ture is dependent on the local coolant temperature . It should also be 
noted that a spanwi se var iation in hobo . i n equation (D2) may also be 
considered in this pr ocess . 

The coolant temperature generally used for liquid- cooled blades is 
the average of the inlet and outlet temperatures . In general, the tem
per ature ris e for water is small, and estimates of coolant temperature 
at each span position considered ar e not warranted. Consequently, 
average values of coolan~ temperature and Cp,liq were assumed for the 
case herein . The inlet coolant temperature being known, an estimate of 
the outlet t emperature can be obtained from 

where 

ql iq = cp ) liq Wliq(Tliq,O - Tliq,i) 

is calculated from 

q = h S (T - T
B

) 
liq 0 0\ g, e 

(D3) 

(D4) 

In this f ormula , TB is an estimate of the blade outer - surface average 
temperature . After t he blade temperature s are calculated, the accuracy 
of the assumed temperature TB can be obtained . If there is a large 
difference , i teration may be ne cessary. 

static gas temper a ture and relative t otal gas temperature . - In 
order to determine an effective gas temperature ar ound a rotor blade, it 
is necessary to calcula te the static temperature at the stator exit and 
the r elative total temperature on the r otor blade . In making these cal
culations ) the total temperature and total pressure of the gas at the 
stator outlet are assumed e qual t o those at the stator inlet . Then 

2 Yg+l 

(:~,s , ~/g _ \:~,s ,~ r = 
\ g,S,l g,S,l 

Y - 1 
- g- R T' 
2Ygg g g)S, i 

(D5) 
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Values of p' w , and 
g,S,i' g 

T' a~e given in table II. The area at 
g,S,i 

the stator- outlet A_ is 'ij,O calculated from the geometry of the stator 
blades, that is 

As 0 = , (pitch at midspan) (number of blades) (sine ~)(span) -
(number of blades) (thickness of stator blades at 
trailing edge) (span) 

Values of AS,o used herein are given in table I. Thus, the static 
pressure at the stator outlet can be obtained from equation (D5). The 
static temperature at the stator out~et, one of the terms required to 
get Tg, e for a rotor blade, is determined from 

y -1 
- g

Y 

Tg,S,o = Tg,S,i (pg,S,o/Pg,S,i) g (D6) 

All terms on the right side are known. The velocity a t the stator outlet 
is next obtained from 

V = g,S,o 

wRT g g g,S,o 

As , oJ?g,S, 0 

(D7) 

The r e lative inlet velocity to t he ~urbine rotor i s then calculated from 
the formu,la 

N21(r . 
W R . = g , ,l 

- 2 
Vg,S, o + ~ 

2 

:~dspan) _ ( N21(r midspan\ 
- 2Vg , S,o \ 60 I COS ~ 

(DS) 

This f or mula assumes no expans i on of the gas between the stator and rotor 
blades . When Wg R i is known, t he total temperature of the gas rela-, , 
tive t o the r ot or can be obtained: 

=: T 
g, S, o 

w2 
g, R, i + ~~-'---

2Jgc p, g 

This t otal temperature i s used to get Tg, e for a r otor blade . 

(D9) 

In the case of a cascade blade such as the 13-fin, the area AS 0 

to use in equation (D5 ) can be obtained from a relation involving the 
geometry of the cascade of blades: 
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= (pitch at midspan) (number of blades + 1) (sine flow-inlet angle) 
(span) 

The area obtained by this relation is strictly not a stator-outlet area, 
since, in static cascade investigations , blades analogous to the stator 
blades of a turbine are generally not used. This area for substituting 
into equation (D5) is effec~ively the area normal to the gas-flow 
channel preceding the test blades. The static temperature to use i n 
calculating effective gas temperature is obtained as before from equa
tion (D6) after Pg S 0 is calculated from equation (D5) with the , , 
modified area. The values of T S· in table II for this blade are g , ,l 

used directly in calculating the effective gas temperature, as this is 
the total temperature relative to this static blade. 
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APPENDIX E 

DERIVATION OF EQUATION FOR EFFECTIVE COEFFICIENT AT BASE OF 

lEADING - OR TRAILING-SECTION TRAPEZOID 

Let hf be a fictitious coefficient whose product with the area of 

the base of the trapezoid (representing the leading or trailing section) 
and with the difference between t he effective gas and blade temperatures 
at the base of the trapezoid is equivalent to the heat being conducted 
through an element of infinitesimal thickness at the base of the trape
zoid toward the midchord region of the blade. The area at the base of 
the trapezoid, or at the coolant passage, is Tc times unit spanwise 
length. The formula for this heat flow is then 

Solve for h i. 
f· 

Since B equals Tg,e - TB, 

Then 

(El) 

(E2) 

(E3) 

(E4) 

From equat ion (D7) of appendix D of reference 2, the temperature differ
ence Bc at the base of the trapezoid becomes -(in the notation of this 
report) 

B = K1J (is) + K2iH (is) c 0 C 0 C 
(E5) 

and from equation (D17) of the same reference, the temperature - gradient 
parameter at the base of the trapezoid or coolant passage can be written 
a s 
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or 

(E6) 

According to equation (D18) of r eference 2, 

(E7) 

When equati ons (E7), (E6), and (E5) are substituted in equation (E4), 

(E8) 

(E9) 

Equation (D19) 'of reference 2 , r esulting from boundary conditions at the 
trapezoid tip, can be written 

K2 iJl(ise ) 
Kl = Hl ( ite) 

Substituting equation (E10) in equation (E9) gives 

(E10) 

(Ell) 

If) 
en 
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TABLE I. - GEOMETRY OF BLADES 

Item 

Pitch at midspan, in. 

Number of blades 

Span, in. 

Flow inlet angle, deg 

Flow exit angle, deg 

Chord (axial), in. 

Suction- surf ace length, in. 

Pressure- surface length, in. 

Thickness of stator blades at trailing 
edge, in . 

Chordwise distance from trailing edge to 
coolant passage, j, in . (see fig. 1 ) 

Chordwise distance from leading edge t o 
coolant passage, j, in . (see fig. 1 ) 

Trape zo i da l thickness at tra iling edge 
T e' in. (see fig . 1) 

Trapezoidal thickness at leading edge 
T e' in. (see fig . 1) 

Trapezoidal thickne.ss at tra iling-edge 
coolant passage, T c ' in. (see fig. 1) 

Trapezoidal thickness at leading-edge 
coolant passage, T c ' in. (see fig. 1 ) 

Total free-flow area of internal coolant 
passages , sq i n. (per b l ade) 

Hydraulic diam . of i nternal coolant 
passage s , dh , in . 

Length of coolant holes in liquid-
cooled blade, in. 

Stat or-outlet gas -flow area, 
s<l ft 

Thickness of shell, 

aSuction surface. 

bpressure surface . 

in . 

AS 0' , 

Air-cooled 
blade s 

13-Fin Strut 

1.4 1.28 

7 54 

3 , 00 4.00 

52°12' 58°0 ' 

46012 ' 50°0' 

1.97 1.86 

2.47 2.31 

2. 05 1.94 

---- 0.040 

0.543 -----

0 .217 -----

0 .050 -----

0 .128 -- ---

0.250 -----

0.237 -----

0 .0962 0 . 241 

0 . 0670 0 . 0886 

------ ------

0 .183 0 . 833 

a O. 0988 0 . 018 
b .0872 

NACA TN 3060 

Liquid-
cooled 
bla de 

1.158 

31 

2.44 

57°20 ' 

34°10 ' 

1. 74 

2.250 

1. 77 5 

0 . 068 

0 .221 

0 .130 

0 . 068 

0 .144 

0 .100 

0 .234 

0 . 023 

0 .1l2 

2 . 38 

0 .242 

----

C\1 
CD 
CD 
en 
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TABLE II . - CONDITIONS FOR TEMPERATURE CALCULATIONS 

Blade Calcu- Turbine Turbine - inlet Turbine - inlet Total gas Coolant-flow 
lation speed) total temper - tQt~l pressure) flow rate rate per 
series rpm at~e, Pg S i' for all blade) 

T' S " 
) , blades, wa or wliq ' g, ,1 in. Hg abs 

~ 
wg , Ib/sec 

lb/ sec 

l3-Finb I 0 1465 42 . 01 5 . 98 0.0049 
II 0 1469 42 . 33 6.00 . 0122 

III 0 1469 42 . 32 6 . 07 . 0204 

Strutc,d IV 

) 11,500 1 
0 . 0070 

V . 0700 
VI 2460 113 . 7 75.5 . 0070 

VII .0419 
VIII .0700 

IX } See text for explanation of { .0419 
X l ack of conditions . 0419 

Liquid- XI 
} 14,000 { 

eO .00125 
cooled XII 1693 38 . 71 7 e .000144 

XIII e.03860 
-~ 

aCoolant temperature at blade cross sections considered in analysis . 

bThese blades for static cascade experiments . 

cNo secondary fins used in series IV and V. 

dSecondary fins used in ser ies VI to X, inclusive . 

eWat er used as the liquid. 

2985 . 

Coolant 
I .!emperature) 

T~ 2 or Tli(i' 
' oR 

(a) 

720 
608 
588 

910 

1--

) 593 

~ o 
:t> 

~ 
(J'I 

o 
(J') 

o 

-..J 
CN 



TABLE III . - HEAT- TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS AND METAL CONDUCTIVITIES USED FOR BOTH HEAT- TRANSFER 

AND ANALOG RESISTANCE CALCULATION 

[Unless otherwise noted, all heat-transfer coefficients are average value~ 

Blade Calcu- Gas -to-blade Blade -to- coolant Effective Blade metal Blade- to- coolant 

lation coefficient, aurface coeffi- blade-to-coolant conductivity, effective surface 
coeff ic ient , series %, cient, hi' coefficient, hr, kB ' (hi )1- 2, 

Btu Btu Btu Btu Btu 
{sec HOfH sq ft J {sec H'-'FHsq ftJ {sec HOfj( sq ft J {secHOfHftl (sec)(OF)(sq ft) 

13-Fin I 0 . 0066 0 . 00339 
(midchord) 

II a 0 . 0128 
Local (see 0.00403 > Local ~ > table IV 

(see fig . 5) and text) 
(leading and 

trailing 
III 0.0196 sections) 

Strut IV 0 . 00456 ------ 0 . 00398 

V 0.0288 ------ 0 . 0251 

VI 0. 0600 0 . 00562 0 . 0478 0 . 0040 0.0042 

VII 0 . 0235 0 .1900 
(shell) 

0 . 0176 0 . 00666 

VIII 0 . 0355 0 . 2760 (strut) 0 . 0261 

IX 0 . 0900 0 . 0235 0 .1900 0 . 0176 

X 0 . 0300 0 . 0235 0 .1900 0 .0176 

Liquid- XI 

1 { 
0 .135 

} cooled 
XII 0 . 0211 0 . 045 0 . 00441 

XIII 0 . 405 

aVariable-wall-temperature coefficient used over leading and trailing sections. 
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TABLE IV. - LOCAL EFFECTIVE BLADE-'rO-COOLANT HEAT-TRANSFER 

COEFFICIENTS FOR 13-FIN BLADE 

(a) Suction surface (b) Pres sure surface 

Segment Coolant flow, wa ' lb/sec Segment Coolant flow, wa ' lb/sec 

0 . 0204 0 . 0122 0 . 0049 0.0204 I 0.0122 0.0049 

Heat - transfer coeffi cient , Heat - transfer coef fic i ent, 
hi or hf' hi or hf , 

Btu/(sec) ( sq ft)(~) Btu/(sec)(sq ft)(Of) 

1 0 . 0184 0 . 0125 0 . 0065 29 0 . 0184 0 . 0125 0 . 0065 
2 . 0313 . 0206 . 0107 30 . 0520 . 0343 .0178 
3 . 0196 .0128 . 0066 31 . 0196 . 0128 .0066 
4 . 0625 . 0415 . 0218 32 . 0729 . 0484 .0254 
5 . 0196 . 0128 . 0066 33 .0196 .0128 . 0066 
6 . 0726 . 0484 . 0255 34 . 0806 . 0537 . 0282 
7 . 0196 . 0128 . 0066 35 . 0196 . 0128 .0066 
8 . 0904 . 0609 . 0323 36 . 0961 . 0647 . 0343 
9 . 0196 . 0128 . 0066 37 . 0196 . 0128 .0066 

10 . 0992 . 0668 . 0354 38 . 0992 . 0668 .0354 
II . 0196 . 0128 . 0066 39 . 0196 . 0128 . 0066 
12 . 0961 . 0647 . 0343 40 .0961 . 0647 . 0343 
13 . 0196 . 0128 . 0066 41 . 0196 . 0128 . 0066 
14 . 0961 . 0647 . 0343 42 . 0946 . 0637 .0338 
15 . 0196 . 0128 . 0066 43 . 0196 . 0128 . 0066 
16 . 0961 . 0647 . 0343 44 . 0946 . 0637 .0338 
17 . 0196 . 0128 . 0066 45 . 0196 . 0128 . 0066 
18 . 0809 . 0545 . 0289 46 . 0891 . 0600 .0319 
19 . 0196 . 0128 . 0066 47 . 0196 . 0128 . 0066 
20 . 0831 . 0559 . 0297 48 . 0904 .0609 .0323 
21 . 0196 . 0128 . 0066 49 .0196 . 0128 .0066 
22 . 0640 . 0428 . 0226 50 . 07 65 . 05ll .0270 
23 . 0196 . 0128 . 0066 51 . 0196 . 0128 . 0066 
24 . 0501 . 0333 . 0175 52 . 0707 . 0470 . 0247 
25 . 0196 . 0128 . 0066 53 .0196 . 0128 . 0066 
26 . 0363 . 0240 . 0125 54 . 0616 . 0408 . 0213 
27 . 0184 . 0125 . 0065 55 . 0184 . 0125 . 0065 
28 . 0184 . 01 25 . 0065 
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TABLE V. - STRUT- SuPPORTED- BLADE HEAT-TRANSFER EQUATIONS AND DEFINITIONS OF CONSTANTS Z USED IN EQUATIONS m 

Equations 

-Z aaC12 + ZabC10 + Z a/g + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 0 

-~aC12 - ~bC1O + ~/g + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 0 

0 + ZebC10 - Z eeCg + ZedC7 - ZeeCa + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 0 

0 ClO Cg + ZddC7 + ZdeCa + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 0 

0 + 0 + 0 - ZedC7 + ZeeCa + 0 + 0 + 0 - ZeiC6 + ZejC5 0 

0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + ZffC2 + 0 - ZfhC3 + 0 + 0 0 

2 

0 0 0 0 0 ZgfC2 C4 0 0 0 
b l _2 

+ + + + + - + + + - - 2-
al _2 

0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 - ZhhC3 - ZhiC6 + Zhj C5 0 

0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + C4 + ZihC3 C6 C5 T~, ~ 
0 + 0 + 0 C7 Ca + 0 -I- 0 -I- 0 + ZjiC6 + ZjjC5 0 

Definitions 

Z ; e - 2o.6_7L6 + 1 _ ( ) a4 _5L4 al_2L1 - al_2L1 
aa Zed - ~ 4- 5 T4_5 a4 _5 e Zff ; (~)1-2 T 1- 2 0.1_2 (e - e ) 

_ - as_6L5 Zab - e 
( ) - a4 _5L4 Zee; ks 4-5 T4_5 a4_5 e Zfh ; (ks)2 - 3 T2_3 

Zae ; e 
a5_SL5 

Zdd ; e 
a4 _5L4 ( al_2L1 - al _2L1 ) 

Zgf; e + e 

-2a6_7L6 
zta ; (kB)6- 7 T6_7 a6 _7 (e - 1) Zde ; e 

- a4_5L4 
Zhh ; (kB)2 _3 T2_3 

~b 
-as 6L5 

Zed ; (~)4 -5 T4_5 a4_5 Zhi (~)3-4 T3_4 a3_4 (~)5 -6 T5_6 a5_6 e - ~ 

a5 6L5 
t!; 

zte (kB)5 - 6 T5 _6 a5_6 e - Zee (kB)4 -5 T4_5 a4 _5 Zhj ; (kB)3- 4 T3_4 a3_4 :x> 

- a3 4L3 
~ 

Zeb ; (kB)5_6 T5 - 6 a5_6 Zei (kB) 3- 4 T3-4 83_4 e - Zih ; L2 (;oJ 

0 

Zee ; (kB)5 - 6 T5_6 a5_6 Zej 
( ) a3_4L3 - a3_4L3 Z .. ; ea3-4L3 m 
kB 3-4 T3_4 a3_4 e Zji ; e J J 0 

S862 
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TABLE VI . - COEFFICIENTS FOR DETERMINING CONSTANTS IN STRUT- BLADE TEMPERATURE EQUATIONS 

C12 ClO C9 C7 C8 I 

Z~a = - Zaa Z~b = Zab/Z~a Z~e = Zae/Z~a 0 0 
! 

Zba = - Zba Zbb = - ~b - (z~bZba) Zbe = 
~e - (z~eZba) 

0 0 
Zbb 

0 Zcb = Zeb Zce = -zcc-(ZbcZ~b) Zbd = zedzbe Zce = - zee/zce 

0 Zdb = - 1 Z' = zt - 1 Zdd = Zdd-( Z~dZdc ) Zde = 
Zde - (Z~eZdc) 

de e Zdd 

0 0 0 Z ' = - Z ed ed Z~e = Zee- (ZdeZ~d) 

0 a 0 0 0 

0 a a 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 Z Jd = - 1.0 Zje = Zde - 1 
'-----~- --- - -------- --

~ 
~ 

~ 
tN 
o 
m 
o 

-oJ 
-oJ 



TABLE VI. - Concluded . COEFFICIEN'rS FOR DETERMINING CONSTAlIlTS IN STRUT- BLADE TEMPERATURE EQUATIONS 

C2 C4 C3 C6 C5 (a ) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 Z~ i = -Zei/Z~e Z~j = Ze/Z~e 0 

Zh = Zff 0 Zh = - Zfh/Zh 0 0 0 

2 / 2 Zf Z' -b
l

_
2 

a
l

_
2 

Z~f = Zgf Z ' = - 1. 0 Z ' = 
- h gf 

0 0 Z ' = 
gg gh Zgg gk Z ' gg 

0 0 Ztili = - Zh h Zhi = - oWhjZhh Zhj = ~/Zhh 0 

- 1. 0 - ( Zhj Zih ) T ' - (Z~ Z' ) 
0 Z ! = 1. 0 7 ' - Z Z ' Z !. = - 1 . 0 - (Zh·Z~h) Z ' ~ Zi k = 

a, 1. 19 gk 
19 wih - i h - gh II l l l J Z ! . Zii II 

0 0 0 Z ~ . = Z . . - (Z ' .Z '. ) Zjj = Zjj - (Z~jZje) - Z:\.kZji Jl J l el Je 
Z ' = 

- (ZijZji) jk Z ~ . 
JJ 

a Z ' coefficients , from right side of equations in t able V. 
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discharge 
angle 
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"~ . j = 0 .54 O.050,v 3" 

C 
.Typical point 

0 . 250" 

~ Trapezoidal approximation 
of trailing section 

Trapezoidal approximation 
of leading section 

(a) 13-fin blade. 

Figure 1 . - Cross sections of cooled turbine blades analyzed . 
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A B 
E 

D 

Primary 
Secondary E 
fin 

(b ) Strut blade . 

B 

( c ) Liquid- cooled blade. 

F i gure 1. - Concluded . Cross sections of cooled turbine blades analyzed. 
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(a) Turbulent boundary layer. (Exponent n is 
defined by eg. (2).) 
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Figure 2. - Correction factor for gas-to- blade heat
transfer coefficients for variable wall temperature. 
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(b) Laminar boundary layer . (Exponent n is defined 
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Figure 2 . - Concluded . Correction factor for gas- t o- blade heat - transfer 
coeffi cients for variable wall temperature. 
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----~~-Denotes direction of heat flow 

B Weld A Hot gas B A 

tt++tt ++ t++tttttt t.ittiitt' 
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B A B A 

(a) Representative section of blade showing heat-flow paths. 

Figure 3. - Schematic sketch of representative section from strut-supported blade 
showing locations of stations analyzed and heat-flow paths. 
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1 
/ Shell Denotes -- -- ~ 

of heat -- Tl-2 -- ---
Ll ho --

~ 
-- hi --- ---- dL --
-- Weld --L2 T

2
_

3 
Pr i mary fin 

--
L3 hi --

T3_ --
-4~--------- 4~--~----~ --

/ Strut 

L-
L4 j - hi / ;~~ondary 

-- /t t ' 5 1--------1- - - - .!.... ...l. --.! -, 
Lf 6 --_ hf ____ J 
r I I I 

L6 -- h , , , 

---.-Lt _____ 7 '--------I~ S ~rut 

(b) Elements i n r epre sentative section rearranged 
to permit solution as one-dimensional heat 
conduction. 
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direction 
flow 

Figure 3 . - Concluded. Schematic sketch of representative 
section from strut-supported blade showing locations of 
stations anal yzed and heat - f low paths. 
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Figure 17. - Concluded. Effect of heat-transfer coe~ficients on differences 
between calculated and analog values of temperature-difference ratio for 
strut blade. 
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Figure 18 . - Effect of secondary fins on strut-blade temperatures at two 
coolant - flow ratios . Temperatures obtained with analog (A) and by 
analytical methods (C ). Turbine-inlet gas temperature, 20000 F; effec
tive gas temperature, 17500 F; cooling- air temperature, 4500 F; gas-to
surface heat- transfer coefficientA O.0600 Btu/(sec)(sq ft )( ~ ) . (Val
ues shown are for temperature in vr.) 
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Figure 20. - Schematic diagram of liquid- cooled blade showing grid, r elaxat i on res i duals, and coeffi c i en ts for series XI . 
(Conditions for series XI presented in table II .) 
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( b) Downstream portion of blade . 

Figure 20. - Concluded. Schematic diagram of liquid-cooled blade showing grid , r elaxation residuals, and 
coefficients for series XI . (Conditions for series XI presented in table II.) 
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Figure 21. - Phot ograph of enlarged a nalog represent ing t raU 'ing s ection of liquid-cooled blade. 
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Figure 22. - Schematic diagram of trailing-section of liquid-cooled blade showing comparison 
of relaxation residuals obtained from 25- and 100-times-size analogs. 
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(a) Inside heat-transfer coefficient, 0 .045 Btu/(sec)(sq ft)(~). 

Figure 23. - Temperature distribution in liquid-cooled blade. Effective gas temperature, 11590 F; 
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coolant temperature, 1330 F; outside heat·transfer coefficient, 0.0211 Btu/(sec)(sq ft ) (~). ~ 
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(b) Inside heat-transfer coefficient, 0.135 Btu/(sec)(s~ ft)(Op). 

Figure 23. - Continued. Temperature distribution in li~uid-cooled blade. Effective gas temperature, 
1l59° F; coolant temperature, 1330 F; outside heat-transfer coefficient, 0.0211 Btu/(sec)(s~ ft ) (Of). 
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(c) Inside heat-transfer coefficient, 0. 405 Bt u/ (sec)(sq ft).(~). 

Figure 23 . - Concluded . Temperature distribution in liquid-cooled blade. Effective gas temperature, 
11590 F; coolant temperature, 1330 F; outside heat-transfer coefficient, 0 .0211 Btu/(sec)(sq ft )( ~). 
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